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ÀBSTRÀCT

The first main purpose of this study was to describe the

personal characteristics of the father who seeks to maintain

ongoing contact with his children after divorce. The second

purpose was to examine certain factors in the divorce process

which might facilitate his doing so. Data v¡ere anonymously

obtained by the use of nail-back questionnaires from 43

divorced fathers. [he fathers in this study had been

divorced for less than L0 years and had at least one child
under 18 years of age.

Only the f irst three hlpotheses Ì¡rere statistically
testable. One of these three hypotheses was partially
supported. rt was discovered that the more masculine role
oriented fathers and the older fathers vrere less rikely to
maintain frequent, contact v¡ith their children after d.ivorce.

On the other hand, the better educated fathers and the

fathers who had been involved with their children when they

!,rere infants lrere more likely to do so. Further analysis of
the data revealed other significant findings. First of aÌI,
it was discovered that a high percentage of the low contact

fathers reported having unfriendly feelings toward the

ex-spouse. Secondly, and perhaps following from the first
f inding, !'ras the f inding that a low score on the Fisher

subtest called Feelings of Anger (FOA) vras also weakly

negatively associated with contact. Although the association

LJ.1



$¡as not significant the trend was in the expected direction.
Finally, the data suggested that joint custody fathers have a

higher level of contact than non-custody fathers.
The findings of this study suggest that there is a need

for joint cust,ody to be considered as the best option for the

divorcing farnily. The findings also suggest that it is the

legal aspect of Èhe process of divorce that exacerbates

tensions and prolongs conflicts between divorcing partners.

l-v
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CTIAPTER I

Introduction

Divorce Rates

The divorce rate in Canada showed a marked increase

from 1968 to 1969, following the enactment of the first
federal divorce 1aw. Although the provinces continued to
take care of their own divorce proceedings after 196g (Kubat

& Thornton, L974) , the grounds v¡ere the same arr across the

country and there was an easing of grounds for petitioning
for divorce (Kubat & Thornton, I97l). fn L97L, according to
SÈatistics Canada, (Stack, l-981) , L6,43L or 49.72 of all
divorcing coupres had children. This number increased. to
35r112 or 5l-.98 divorcing couples by l9gl, and to 36,354

(53t) by 1983 (Stack, 1983).

Divorce is no longer seen by fanily researchers only as

an event in the lives of Índividuals but as a process that
affects dairy behavior, serf-esteem and overall adjustrnent,

for a long tine. Longitudj.nal research on the adjustment of
children to divorce has shown that this is especially true
for them. It, is also true that the most cotnmon separation

or post-d,ivorcel farnily situation rr. . . . is one in which the

children live with a single mother and have íntennittent or

no contact with the fatherrf , (Schwartzberg, 1981, p. I19).

For the remainder of this thesis, the t,erm rfdívorcerl
used to denote separated or divorced men or fanilies.

I
bewill
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Research has also found that the importance of the

fatherrs role in the lives of his children does not decrease

even though a divorce has occurred and he is no longer a

part of their daily lives. The two most important factors
affecting the maintenance of the paternal relationship would

seem to be the personal characteristics of the father and

the process of the divorce itself. That a continuation of

the father-child relationship is important to the well-being

of the child in the post-dívorce farnily is an accepted fact
(Hetherington, Cox & Cox, L976; Seagrull & Seagull, I977).

Research has shown that children adapt more quickly to
divorce if they have access to both parents in the

post-divorce stage and if the relationship between the

parent,s is not one of bitterness and hostility (Wallerstein

& Ke11y, 1980). The varj.ation in father-child contact in
the post,-divorce family is extreme. Some fathers go to
great lengths to mainÈain a meaningfuJ- relationship with

their children after divorce. Such fathers are not content

to be weekend or visiting fathers, forced into a peripheral

relationship with thej-r children that dininishes over tirne.

Other fathers, ât great cost to themselves personally, or

perhaps, jusÈ because it, is easier, drop out of their
childrenrs lives and make no effort to continue the

father-child relationship.

Prior to the L980 rs research concerning the

post-divorce farnily focused on the adjustnent and
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experiences of the mother and the children. Since then more

studies have focused on the father and his experiences. One

such study by Gersick (L979) nade an attempt to describe

divorced fathers , 20 of whorn vrere custodial and 20 of whom

were not.

Research has been done in the last decade on the

different foms of custody and l{allerstein and Kel1y (L977)

partially described the non-custody or joint-custody fathers

who do and do not maintain regular contact with their
children. However, no attempt has been made to investigate

the differences, in terns of experiences during the process

of divorce, between the regular contact father and the

father who has irregular or no contact with his children
after divorce.

!{ho is the father who seeks to maintain contact with

his children? Does the high contact father resemble

Gersickrs custodial father? Is his fathering behavior

influenced by his experience in his fanily of origin, by his
level of education and by his adjustment to divorce?

A divorce ends a marriage; it does not, however, end

other fanily relationships, including parent-child and

parent-parent. This idea !¡as expressed well by Hess and

Camara (L979r p. l-) when they stated that, rrDivorce changes

the relationships among faraily members; it does not end

themrr. The father-child relationship is not one which



should be t,erminated by a

which linits the fatherrs

4

divorce and a custody arrangement

role in his childrensr lives.

Problem Statement Ànd Pur?oses Of Ttre Study

For the purposes of this study, level of contact r¡¡as

described by examining paternal behaviors in the

post-divorce fanily. A central focus of the study was to
compare the level of paternal contact with certain other

measurable factors, such as adjustment to divorce and

characÈeristics such as androgyny, masculinity or

fenininity. Comparisons were also made between contact and

fanily of origin relationships/experiences, the decision to
divorce and the structure of the fanily of procreation. The

assumpt,ion is that there are relationships between paternal

contact, the process of divorce and the personal

characteristics of the father.
The two main purposes of the study v¡ere to:
1) Examine and describe the personal characteristics

of the father who seeks to maintain ongoing

contact with his children in the post-divorce

period;

2) Examine certain factors or aspects of the dívorce

process which might facilitate the maintenance of
paternal behaviors and, therefore, of optirnal

contact.
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A third purpose of the study, one which the researcher

included based upon personal observations of post-divorce

fathering behaviors, was to
3) Investigate whether the presence of at least one

boy in the fanily makes a dÍfference in the level
of paternal involvement in the posÈ-divorce stage.



qTÍÀEITER II

Review of Literature

Divorce Às À Process

Divorce is no longer conceptualized as an event by

family researchers. It is now considered to be a process,

one wherein the patterns of the fanily are changed but not

ended (Schwartzberg, 1981). The process of divorce often
begins well before the legal divorce and can extend for
several years after it. Researchers have described

different phases in the process. The four phases which

Bow1by (f960) identified r¡¡ere denial, protest, despair and.

detachment. These four phases are experienced as a part of
the emotional divorce, which is one of six different
experiences of divorce described by Bohannan (1970). The

six are: the emoÈional divorce, the lega1 divorce, the

economic divorce, the coparental divorce, the comrnunity

divorce and the psychic divorce.

Àccording to Bohannan (1970) these six rdivorcesr are

all happening at the same time, which is v¡hat creates the

chaos and courplexity of the dívorce experience. He

describes them as follov¡s: tt (1) the emotional divorce,

which centers around the problern of the deteriorating
marriage; (2) the IegaI divorce, based on groundst (3) the
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economic divorce, which deals wíth money and property ì (4)

the coparental divorce, which deals with custody,

single-parent homes, and visitation; (5) the cornmunity

divorce, surrounding the changes that every divorcee

experiencesi and (6) the psychic divorce, with the problem

of regaining individual autonomy" (pp. 29-32) .

Bohannan (I970) differentiates between emotional-

divorce and psychic divorce. The former ís part of the

process of detachment from the couple identíty. The latter
is the final detachment of the individual from the

collective meanings of the marriage and is often not

completed until a nevr narriage is begun.

The Irlallerstein and KeJ-Iy study (1980) also focuses on

the idea of divorce as a process, one rrwhich begins with the

escalating distress of the marriage, often peaks at the

separation and legal filing, and then ushers in several

years of t,ransition and disequilíbrium before the adults are

able to gain, or to regain, a sense of continuity and

confidence in their new roles and relationshipsrr (p. 4).

Effects on The Parents

Sex differences in adjustment

Hetherington et aI. (L976) found that divorced parents

felt a greater degree of anxiety, angrer, and rejection, and

$/ere more depressed and had more feelings of personal
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incompetence than married parents. They also discovered

dífferences between husband and wife reactions to divorce.

Whereas the men Ín their study suffered from feelings of
rootlessness, lack of structure in their daily lives and

identity problems due Èo the loss of thej-r dual role of
husband-father, the !¡omen $rere prone to feeling helpless and

unattractive and nourned the loss of their identity as a

rrmarried ltomanrr.

Both parents were prone to feelings of guilt and

failure towards their children for not having kept the

fanily intact (Keshet & Rosenthal, f978). Such feelings
were common even if the parent also felt relief at ending a

bad marriage. Both initiators and non-initiators hrere

liable to feel they had failed their children and even

though the non-initiator felt no guilt or fault at the

ending of the marriage (s)he was still likely to feel guilt
about what the divorce might do to the children.

The fear of being rejected by their children was common

to fathers, particularly to fathers whose pre-divorce

relationship with their children was not a particularly

close one. Most often the mother had been the primary

caretakj-ng parent and rrmany men are afraid that their
children would prefer to be v¡ith their motherrr (Keshet, &

Rosenthal, 1978, p. 12).
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fssues involved in the identitv of the initiator
The issue of who initiates the legal divorce is a

complex one and must be separated from the issue of who is
the original or rrrealrr initiator of the divorce. Vaughan

(L977 ) suggests that rr... an early stage in the uncoupling

process occurs as one or the other of the partners begins to
question the coupled identity". This partner Vaughan labeIs

the tt initiatorrr . The initiator is not necessarily the

partner who begins legal proceedings nor, necessarily, the

partner who is first to suggest the divorce.

Researchers have found that identifying who is the

leaver and who is left is a somewhat complex issue. Many

so-calIed. rrleaversrr, i.e. the partner who was the first to
ask for the divorce, did so only after years of feeling
ernotionally rrleftrr by their spouse. Init,iator status has

been identified by some researchers as the partner who v/as

the first to actually suggesÈ the divorce (Kitson, I9B2t

Spanier & Thompson, 1984) and by others as the partner who

made the final decision to divorce (Pettit & Bloom, 1984;

Zeiss, Zeiss & Johnson, 1980). Vlomen have been found to be

the initiators of the divorce more often than men (Bloom,

Hodges & Caldwell, 1983; Buehler, 1987; Buehler, Hoban,

Robinson & Levy, L9e5/86i Pettit & Bloom I L984; Spanier &

Thompson, 1984; Zeiss et al., 1980). Although v¡omen tend to

be the initiator in the sense that they are the first to

suggest the divorce, men are more often the partner who is
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first to withdraw psychologically from the narriage. The

result of the distancing behavior of the male is, according

to Goode (1956, p. 55), rr.... to force the other spouse to
ask for the divorce firstrr.

According to Wallerstein and Kelly (1980), men who

initiated the divorce rrere prone to feelings of guilt. If
the guilt v¡as extreme then the father vras less likely to
maintain contact with his children. If, however, he felt
guilty but had his guilt feelings under control (i.e. they

were not extreme) or if his guilt was due to leaving his
chiLdren with a psychologically incompetent mother, then he

$/as more 1ike1y to naintain contact and an active role in
his childrenrs lives.

Weiss (L975) , on the other hand, suçfçfest,ed that the

spouse who initiated the divorce (i.e., the original
initiator) would also be the one who would be least likely
to feel angry or rejected and therefore woutd be more likeIy
to attempt to establish a friendly relationship with the

ex-spouse. This v¡as further elucidated by Vaughan (1977)

who defined the inítiator as the rr. . . partner (who) no

longer (finds) the coupled identity self-validating" (p.

325). Vaughan contended that divorce is more difficult for
the other partner, who she described as the ttsignificant

otherrr, for (s)he trstill finds the marriagre a major source

of stability and identity" (p. 325).

The initiator, as the partner who cares the least and
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Èhus has the least to lose if the marriage disintegrates,
also has a longer tirne in which to adjust, to the idea of
divorce, to establish a separate identity and to deal with
feelings of anger. The change to an uncoupled identity is
thus not as great a threat to the security and self-esteem

of the initiator as it is to that of the non-initiaÈor. For

the above reasons it is possible to assume that in the case

of the father being the initiator, he would be more likeIy
to continue his relationship with his children. The extent

of his involvernent would be affected by the degree of

bitterness and anger displayed towards him by his ex-r^¡ife.

The least disturbed post-divorce relat,ionship was found

by Goode (f956) to be between spouses who had mutually

agreed to teminate the marriage. fn this case the mourning

period sras usually brief .

When the decision to divorce was not rnutually agreed

upon, I{allerstein and Kelly (1980) found that the

psychological dívorce took from 18 months to several years.

They also found sex related differences in the adjustment

tíne. Men !¡ere usually earlier to restabilize (within the

second year), whereas the women were most often found to be

into the third year after the divorce before they

restabilized. According to f{allerstein and Kelly (1980, p.

4) restabilization happens when the divorced individual is
rr. . . . able to gain, or to regain, a sense of cont,inuity and

confidence in hÍs/her ne!¡ roles and relationshipstt.
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By the fifth year after the divorce just over half the

vromen and two-thirds of the men fett positively about the

dívorce (I{allerstein & Kelly, 1980) . Even though more men

than women felt positively about the divorce at the 5 year

mark what is perhaps more sÍgnificant is that the increases

$¡ere great,er for women. Another increase which was slightly
higher for women than for men frorn the 6 months to the 5

year mark vras in the percentages of those who enjoyed. good

psychologicar health. whereas the ratios for the sexes $/ere

both I/3 at the 6 monÈh mark, the percentages had expanded.

to sOt of the men and 572 of the v¡omen by the fifth year.

wornen particularry showed gains in the areas of self esteem

and in the ttlifting of depressionrr (I{allerstein & Kelly,
1980, p. 72). This !¡as the case even if the woman r¡ras not

the inJ.tiator, and can probably be explained by looking at
the very structure of the modern North Àmerican farnily. As

noted by Luepnitz (1986, p. 9), rrthe post-d.ivorce family can

also be an irnprovementrr. This is probably more true for
women, who, in the model intact family, carry the main

burden of child care. The role of fatherr oD the other

hand, has traditionally been a peripheral one in terms of

chíld care. Therefore, it is possible that a divorce can

correct t ot at least improve, some of the problems created

by roles in the whole or rrintactrt fanily (Luepnitz, 1986) .
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Effects on the Children

Role changes

Divorce necessitates a new and confusing rore for the
child within the farnily context. rn the intact marriage in
North A:nerican society the child is usually a symbol of the
commj.tment of the parents to the marriage and to the farnily.
In phenomenological terms, children increase the
ttobjectivationtt of the marriage. Accord.ing to Berger and.

Kellner (1964) , children rf... form the most important part
of the supporting chorus (of the rnarriage) il (p. t6 ) .

f{allerstein and Kelly (1990) also stress the importance of
the childts role in the marriage when they contend that the
child rrrepresent(s) the continuity and expectation of a

shared futurerf (p. LO2 I03) .

The divorce effectivery destroys these psychorogical

meanings. The chirdts world is changed, for the most part,
at a revel beyond his comprehension. what happens wiÈh the
divorce of the parents is, in effect, the d.eath of the
fanily as the child knows it. Losing a part of his/her
world (usually the father), or having it labeled as nbadr by

the custodial parent, is likely to have a negative effect on

the childrs self inage and his/her future relationships
(Cornmittee on the Fanily Group, lggO) . This would. be

particularly true for boys who had relied on their fathers
as a maLe role model.
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A further complication, increasíng the chirdrs feerings
of insecurity and jeopardizlng his/her self-esteem, is the
possibility of self blame. Not having any other logicar way

ùo account for the break-up of his/her parentsr marriage,

the child will often blane hirnself/herself for it.
rt has not been the break-up of the parental marriage

but, rather, father absence that has traditionalry been used

Èo account for the prethora of emotional difficulties
experienced by these children (Longfellow, JgTg).

LongferJ-ow concruded that this was a sinplistic analysÍs and

that, many other factors have been shown to be irnplicated
more strongly ín the childts adjustrnent to his/her changed

unÍverse than Èhe mere fact of father absence.

More significant to the chirdts adjustrnent than father
absence, although related to it, are ttrife event chang'esr.

These changes incrude the quality of the singre parent

rnotherrs emotional and psychological adjustment, the
continuing relationship between the parents and the presence

of an outside support system, incruding extended fanily
mernbers, friends and/or teachers.

ft has been the conclusion of several researchers

(Rutter, L979; I{allerstein & Kel1y, 1975, I9BO; Hetherington

et â1., 1976) that the relationship between the parents is
central to the adjustnent of the child. The less conflicted.
the relaÈionship is and the more supportive Lhe coparent is
of
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the single parent mother, the greater the adjustment of the

child.

Sex differences in adiustment

At the 18 month follow-up to their study Ï^Iallerstein

and Kel1y (1980) found that twice as many girls as boys r,,¡ere

ernotionally adjust,ed to the divorce. Since mothers gain

custody in 90t of all divorces (DeFrain & Eirick, tgBI;
United States Bureau of Census, 1979; Goode, 1956) this
differentiation could possibty be explained by the find.Íng

that a childts adjustment to divorce is increased by living
with the same-sex parent (Hetherington et aI., I97g). Since

the mother is most often the custodial parent girls should.,

as a group, do better than boys.

Boys in the l{allerstein and Kel1y study (I9BO), were

sti1l found to be intensely opposed to the divorce at the

18th month after the final decree. More boys than girls
were depressed and plagued by feelings of being rejected by

their fathers. The most highly disturbed group of all,
according to Wallerstein and Ke1ly (1980, p. I72) , r¡¡ere the

pre-adolescent boys: rrthey remained preoccupied with sorroh¡

over the departure of the beloved fatherrt. Hetherington et
â1., (1978), posited that boys living with a single parent

mother would suffer on two counts: from the lack of paternal

discipline and from the absence of the father as a male role
model.
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The converse may also be Èrue. Peterson and Zi1l
(1986) found that boys living with their fathers $rere just

as emotionally adjusted as those who lived with both

parents. In contrast to this, girls who lived with their
fathers were both more depressed and more withdravrn than if
they lived with a single parent mother.

Despite the fact that research has shown that girls who

live with their fathers only do fairly poorly, in terms of
their psychological and emotional growth, the importance of
the father to the health and adjustment of his daughters

should not be underest,inated. The father is, in fact, of
rnajor importance to the growth and adjustment of his
daughters.

Research studies which have focused on v¡omen who lost
contact with their fathers when they nere children, due

either to death or divorce, have concluded that these women

had more relationship and self-esteem problems as adults

than e¡omen who grelr up in families with fathers. Ross and

Matas (L987) also reported that these v¡omen did not feel
that they srere arobitious and/or successful. From her survey

on the feelings of children in divorced families, Walker

(1986) concluded that girls missed their fathers more than

boys did after the divorce.

Loyalty conflicts

The childts reaction to parental divorce is further
complicated when there are loyalties to both parents. These
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feelings of conflicting loyalties, which are often quite

intense, depend on three things: the childrs separate

relationship with each parent, the ability of the coparents

to put the needs of the child above their ovrn feelings of
bitterness or anger, and the level of overt conflict between

the parents (Schwartzberg, 1981). Enduring conflict,
particularly loyalty conflicts, resulted in what !{allerstein
and Ke11y (1980, p. L77) described as rr.... a continuing

stressful environment for childrenrr.

The parental relationship

I{allerstein and Kelly (1980) also found that one-third
of the children in their study of 60 divorced families were

exposed to a great deal of parental angier and bitterness
during visits from the non-custodial parent. Visits were

more often ruined in this way for older children than for
younger ones, whom the parents vrere more likely to shield

from these negative enotions. In general, younger children

were protected from parental conflict and unresolved

hostilities to do with the marriage and/or divorce.

DivorcÍng parents, it seems, t,ended not to fight in front of

the younger children.

In cases where the divorced mother continued to enjoy

the support of her ex-husband, the parent-child relationship

was least threat,ened (Hetherington et ê1. , L97 6) . This

supportive relationship between the ex-spouses would usually
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carry over to the parent-child relationship, enhancing the

childts contact with both the custodial and. the

non-custodial parent. rf the child had littl-e or no contact

wiÈh the non-custodial parent (usualIy the father), the

child vras prone to feelings of intense loneliness and

rejection. This was the case even if the pre-divorce

relationship between the father and the child wasn't

particularly close. It is obvious that a co-operative,

friendly, relationship between the coparent,s goes a long way

in nitigating the negative effects of the divorce on the

long-term well-being of the child.

Acre variables

At all age leve1s the major factor in a childrs
adjustment r{as his/her relationship with the custodial
parent. If this vras a good, supportive and healthy
relationship the chíId adjusted much better, even if the

relationship with the non-cust,odial parent reft much to be

desired. rn these cases a good continuing relationship with
the non-custodial father was the rricing on the caket, second.

onry to the intact fanily wherein all relationships were

rnutually supporting, loving and healthy. Thus, ât alL age

levels, the most highly adjusted and happy children had good.

continuing relationships with both parents, who were

friendly and supportive of each oÈher (Wallerstein & KeIIy,

L974, 1980).
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Younger children were just as affected as older
chiLdren and adolescents, perhaps more severely, by

conflicted, negative situations. However, ês has already

been mentioned, the younger children were most like1y to be

shj-erded from parentar bitterness and anger (!{allerstein &

Ke1ly, 1975) .

Àdolescentsr oD the other hand, v¡ere not so protected..

They eJerer âS a group, most prone to conflicts to do with
the issue of loyalty. This struggle, precipitated by the

expectation Èhat the chíld arign hinserf with one parent,

resulted in feelings of despair, gui1t, and frequently
depression (lfallerstein & Kelly I L974). other psychorogíca1

consequences particular to adolescents included rejection, a

fear of abandonment or loss of love and a fear of personal

marital failure (Sorosky, L977) .

Teachers, interviewed by litallerstein and Kelly (I974) ,

obse:r¡ed that adolescents vrere unable to deverop and keep

friendships if they had been exposed to a great deal of
marital confrict. I{hether the conflict had occurred in the

pre-divorce or the post-divorce fanily made no difference to
this outcome.

The Importance Of Paternal Contact

The Conmíttee on the

of Psychiatry (Conrnittee,

Family Group for the Advancement

1980) emphasized the importance of
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the sensitivity of young children to rrpatterns of
attachmentrr within the family. The rrpatternsrt to which they

refer are essentially developmental in nature and change

with the changing needs of the child. Both the parents, the

extended farnily and the home are important in the creation
and the maintenance of the childts psychological universe,

whích is essentially what these rrpatternsrr constitute. The

Conmittee on the Fanily Group (1980) emphasized that parents
rr... even, ot especially, divorcing parents have a

responsibility for continuing to construct an emotional

universe for their young children" (p. 85I).
Pedersen (L976) concluded, fron his literature review

on the subject, Èhat the effects of father absence are

extensiver. influencing everything from the intellectual
level of the child to the increased incidence of delinquent

behavior. The most inport,ant factor relative to continued

contact, !¡as the character of the relationship between the

parents. Mothers in both intact and divorced families vrere

found to be more effective if they had the support of the

husband (or ex-husband). The rnotherrs relationship with her

children in the post-divorce fanily L¡as changed on the one

hand by the altered structure of the farnily and, on the

other, by the rfemotional meanings that the fatherrs absence

has to herrf (Pedersen, 1976, p. 460) .

Ongoing contact $ras found to be essential Èo the

childf s feelings of bej.ng loved by the non-custodial parent.
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If the contact rrras ni1 or infrequent, if access to the

parent \Aras linited, the child was likely to feel rejected,
unwanted and unloved by the absent parent.

The díffículties for the child which are inherent in
the process of dÍvorce can be turned into some positive
gains for the child. This can happen only rrif everyone

stays in contactrt (I{allerstein & Kelly, I9gO, p. 860) . The

childts needs are best fu1filled by the two parent rrteamrt

ot, at the very least, by access Èo both parents separately.

More than anything else the VÍallerstein and KelIy
(1980) study emphasized that the child needs both parents.

Their research 'tdenonstrated the adverse effects of cutting
a child off from his or her psychological parentst, (p. 860).

What Factors Facilitate Post-Divorce Paterrral Contact?

Àdjustment to divorce

It stands to reason that the more adjusted to divorce

the couple is, the nore likety that a friendly post-divorce

relationship will exist. If the trauma associated with
detachment fron the couple/marriage relationshíp has passed,

leaving little residue of bitterness and anger, then

friendly relations are possible. It should fo1low then,

that the higher the adjustment to or acceptance of the

divorce, the more like1y it is that the non-custodial father
would maintain reg"ular contact with his children.
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Attitude of the ¡nother

I{allerstein and Kel1y (l-980) identified several factors
which !¡ere related to mat,ernal anger. In some of the cases

wherein the mother continued to be angry and bit,ter, the

father stopped visiting. In the remaini.ng cases, hov/ever,

maternal anger setr¡ed to rrstrengthen the fatherrs
perseverancetr (p. 1.26). These researchers also found that
the negative attitude of the mother to the coparent vras of
rrfading significance over timerr (p. 131) . These reactions
vrere dependent upon the personarities of the non-custodial

fathers and specifically upon the individualrs leve1 of
determination to maintain contact with his children.

In cases v¡here Èhe mother expressed friendly feelings
toward the ex-spouse and encouraged visiting, the fathers
continued to have regurar contact with their children. This

situation, as has been noted previously, appears to be the

best one, both for parents and for children.

Psvcholog]¡ of the father
Depression of the father, Ioneliness, guilt and

feelings of rejection are the four most significant
psychological factors inplicit in whether the father does or

does not maintain contact wÍth his children. Depressed

fathers s¡ere found by Wallerstein and Kelly (1980) to visiÈ
either sporadically or not at all. If, however, the man was

lonely but otherv¡ise psychologically ttintactrr, he was like1y
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to seek to maintain contact.

Guilt v¡as an even more complex reaction. Fathers

typically felt guilty if:
a) they had initiated the divorcei

b) they vrere leaving what they perceived to be a very

close father-child relationship; and,

c) they left the child wiÈh a mother who vras not

psychologically well or who $ras not otherwise

completely competent as a person or as a parent.

Fathers visited more if they r¡ere able to overcome or

otherwise come to terms with their feelings of gui1t.
Generally, the level of maturity and the overall
psychological health of the father facilitated his
contÍnuing contact with his child. This kind of man,

according to l{alIerstein and KeIIy (1980), was able to
support his childrents rrcontinued growth into maturity and

independencerr (p. 260) .

Feelings of rejection lrere usually a reaction more

often found in men who had not initiated the divorce, who

lrrere opposed to iÈ, and who were to varying degrees taken by

surprise by it. If they felt rejected by their wives they

often feltr or expected to feel, rejected by their children.
These fathers rrrere rrpreoccupied with shame, grief, lowered

self-esteemrr, and their rrexpendability in the farnily systemrr

(Wallerstein & Ke1ly, 1980, p. 127).
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other factors which !¡ere found to facilitate contact

!,tefe:

a)

b)

c)

d)

The

important

weakened

difficult

the fatherrs economic security;
the educational level of the father;
the anger of the children; and,

whether a visiting relationship vras established

i¡nmediately after the physical separaÈion.

actual physical separation $¡as found to be an

phase in establishíng a visiting routine: rrlf

at this tine, the relationship may be more

to restorerr (I{allerstein & KeIIy, 1980, p. 131) .

Personal characteristics of the father
Men who sought custody or who soughÈ to maintain

maximum contact, with their children vrere likeJ-y, according

to Gersick (L979) in his study of 40 divorced fathers, to
share the following characteristics/backgrounds:

were more likely to come from traditional
fanilies;
were more likely to have had a more intense

relationship with their mothers than with their
fathers (i.e. the mother was the nost significant
parent);

stere more likely to have had a distant, but

respectful father-child relationship;
were like1y to have siblings of both sexes;
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lrere more rikely to be niddle or rast-born
children than first born or only children;
qrere more actively involved v¡ith child care when

their child lras youngeri

were like1y to feel like the wronged. party,
betrayed by the wife; and,

r¡¡ere older, more conservaÈive and better educated

than those who did not seek custody of their
children.

Gersíckrs group of custodial fathers were disappointed
in the relatíonship they had had with their ovrn fathers and

were determined to be emotionally invorved with their own

children. These fathers cared d.eeply abouÈ their children
and were willing to make career sacrifices in order to raise
them. As Gersick (1979, p. 322) noted r.... many of the
difficulties the men faced as a resurt of taking custody
r¡¡ere exactry the same as those widely experienced by singre
parent mothersrr.

Sex of the child
rn their anarysis of the June LgTs rcurrent popuration

sutÍeyrr in an article for Familv Relations, spanj-er and

click (1981, p. 334) correlated naritar stability/
Ínstability with the sex and presence of chirdren: rwomen

who have at least one son are most likely to remain in their
first marriage. one example of the converse is that women
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r¡rith two children who have two girls, ês opposed. to two boys

or one girl and one boy, are more likely to become divorced
or separated; the differences are not rarge but are

statist,ically significantrr. spanier and Glick speculated.

that the traditionar reasons thaÈ fathers have had for
wanting sons, to carry on the fanriry name or t,o pass on the
family farmr/business to, may still be ín force in our

society.

A further specuration, that of the researchers

Hetherington et â1., (1979), is that a v¡oman with sons may

noÈ choose divorce as an alternative as often as !üomen with
daughters. !{omen would, they contend, hesitate to raise
sons without a father to serr¡e as a role modet or to help in
parenting and disciplining.

For whatever reasons, reructance to divorce does seem

to be positively associated with the presence of at least
one boy in the fanily. This being sor it would be possible
to specurate that non-custodiar or joint-custod.ial fathers
wourd be more rikely to mai-ntain on-going contact with their
children if at least one son was involved..

Ttre Lecral Divorce

Constituants of the lecral divorce

Ànother factor in the process of divorce which has a

major influence on the rerationships and the ad.justment, of
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the post-divorce fanily is the legal divorce. This is true
whether it is division of property and money that is being

negotiated or child support, custody and visitation rights.
It is truer âs Fishel (1985, p. 27) contends, Èhat "Dividing
the assets of a marriage equitably between the two parties
is a difficult task, but dividing the children is
impossiblerr. The coparental divorce is only one of the

three nain rfconstituentsrr of the lega1 divorce. Bohannan

(1970) describes these Èhree main constituent,s as:

a) the legal divorce - based on grounds;

b) the economic divorce, which deals with the

settlement of money and property; and,

c) the coparental divorce, which deals with issues to
do with the children of the marriage with
custody, visit,ation and support payment,s.

Of central importance to the well-being and adjustrnent

of the children, the coparental divorce is fraught with
hazards which are potentially disastrous to the post-divorce

fanily.

The tradiÈional divorce

Traditionally, divorce settlements have been reached

either by litigation or by negotiation between the partnersl

lawyers. In litigation, v¡here the partners are unable to

reach an amicable agreement, it is the court which makes the

decisions and rules on questions concerning property and
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children. The najor problem with court interventíon is that
there is usually a winner and a loser. Obviously,

litigation would tend to encourage and prolong conflict and

negative interaction between divorcing spouses. Parent-chi1d.

relationships would no longer be natural but legal,
court-granted and court-enforced.

Studj.es done by Hetherington et al. (L976) and

Wallerstein and Kelly, (1980) indicate that it is not the

fact of divorce but the process, particularty the legaI

aspect of the process, that is responsible for the

continuing stress of both parents and children in the

post-divorce fanity. In this system children are treated as

another part of the property to be fought over (Scheiner,

Musetto & Cordier, 1982). When disputes over custody and.

visitaÈion continue after the legal divorce, the adjustrnent

period of the children is prolonged. According to Ross and

Matas ( 1987, p . L7) , rrThe adversarial legal syst,em is
extre¡nely detrirnental for divorcing families. It encourages

and rewards anger, retaliation and unfairnessrr. If it is
the caser âS researchers claim, that one of the factors

which facilitates a child's adjustment to divorce ís a

co-operative, conflict-free coparental relationship, then it,
is obvious that the traditional adversarial system of
divorce is part of the problem. The adversarial approach to
divorce does not solve problens; iÈ creates more (Ilfeld,

Ilfeld & Alexander, L982). ft is in the best interests of
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the children that a different system be established

(Scheiner et â1., L982). The lack of success of the old

system is reflected by the statistics on the large number of
fanilies who return to court aft,er the initial ruling. Some

return again and again. It is also reflected by the lack of
co-operation betv¡een the coparents: by the many fathers who

do not keep up their support, payments and by the mothers who

deny their ex-spouse access to the children (Ernery & Wyer,

re87).

Mediation

Mediation is a relatively ne!¡ approach to resolving the

disputes of divorcing couples and is usually a court-ordered

response when negotiations between the couple break down.

In rnediat,ion, a trained thÍrd party conciliates between the

partners to faciliÈate communication and foster a

co-operative approach in order to reach agreements which are

satisfactory to both parties. This approach is especially
important when guestions concerning the children are

involved. The most significant difference between the

traditional adversarial approach and mediation is that the

latter facilitates a spirit of co-operation whereas the

former encourages conrpetition. In nediation, all farnily

nembers should be winners and the chi.ldren should be able to
continue to have a healthy relationship with both

psychological parents.
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The central task of the divorcing fanily is to redefine

rules, roles and relaÈionships. A certain amount of
flexibility, of willingness to give and take, is necessary

to ensure that this happens with a minímum of pain for a1l

involved.

The najor advantages of mediation stem from the

following: firstly, in mediation the partners have a greater

opportuníty to openly express their needs and wishes;

secondly, the partners have the opportunity to develop

neglected skills in dealing with each other in a positive
manner; and, thirdly, the feeling the partners have of
ownership of an agreement that has been negotiated between

themselves and is nutually acceptable. This sense of
ownership, researchers have found, increases the probability
of both partners adhering to their agreement, be it fathers
naj.ntaining support paynents or mothers facilitating
visitation (Kressel & Prvitt, 1985).

Mediation thus has the potential for maximizing

benefits for both parents and children. The major goals of
medÍation are to settle disputes arnicabty and, in so doing,

ensure that' the partners reach an ag:reement that is fair and

equitable to both. Reconciliation is never a rrgoalrr per se,

of urediation (Enery & Wyer, 1987) .

There are stitl a number of questions concerning

mediation which need to be answered:
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a) Who should do the mediation, lawyers or trained
mental health professionals?

b) Which disputes of the couple (if not aIl) are most

important to deal with in mediation?

c) shourd nediaÈion be linited to private practice or

should it be a public se:r¡ice?

d) Should joint custody be a goal of mediation?

(Enery & Wyer, t98Z).

Despite the fact that these important questions rernain

to be answered, nediation does seern to be a success in many

cases. rt is the conclusion of the researchers Emery and.

Wyer ( 1987 , p. 479) that 'rMediation appears to hold the
potentiar to arleviate some sources of stress for d.ivorcj-ng

spouses and their children, and iÈ may ease court road.s and

increase compliance with divorce agreements in the processr.

Custody

Tr¡pes of custodv.

custody as either rrnonrr

sub-catagories for each

by Ross and Matas (1987)

It is sinplistic to categorize

or trjointtr as there are at least two

rrstylEtt. These styles are described

as follows:

a) Absolute sole custody, wherein one parent is
granted complete control of the childrenrs lives
and the other parent has neither access nor

visiting rights.
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Sole custody, which was the usual rrstylgrr of
custody prior to the present decade. fn Canada,

in 90t of cases, sole custody $ras grant,ed to the

nother. In this style the mother has sole
physical custody and the father is granted linited
visitation rights.
Legal joint custody, wherein the parents must

discuss any major decisions affecting their
children. The other parent, must always be

consulted.

Physical j oint custody, in which the child.ren

spend approximately egual tine with each parent.

Reasons for disputincr custody. parents who d.ispute

custody would seemingry do so from the berief that their
children would be better off livíng wiÈh them than with the

other parent. They believe that they are the parent who is
better able to provide for the childts needs, whether those

needs are physical or emotional.

The real reasons may be hidden, even to the parenÈ who

chooses to contest custody. other possible reasons are as

follows:

a) An attenpt t,o maintain a relationship with the

ex-spouse i

An atternpt to rrreinvolverr the other spouse who has

withdrawn from the relationship;

b)

c)

d)

b)
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Àn attempt at reveng'ei

An atternpt to bolster or validat,e their own

feelings of self worth;

An attempt to ttjustifyrr their own positíon; and,

An attempt to hold on to or maintain a

relatj-onship with a child who is rrparentified.tr and

thus is a necessary component of the parentrs

mental health and emotional stability (Scheiner et

â1., 1982).

Joint custodv. In most cases, unless the d.ivorce

occurred when the child Ì¡ras very young, a child has two

psychological parents. The primary attachment may be to one

parenf, often the mother who spends so much tine with the

child in the first few years of his/her Iife, but the child
is usually psychologically attached to both parents. A

divorce does not change this fact. Àccording to Scheiner et
aI. ( 1982, p. 104 ) , rra psychological parent supports the

intrinsic loyatty of the child toward both parents and

encourages the child having a continuous, positive
relationship r¡ith the other (psychological) parent".

It r+ould seem that joint custodyr âs the custodial
style which encourages a childts contÍnuing relationship
with both parents, is the best possible custod.ial

alternative. Joint custody prevents what Ross and Matas

(1987 ) refer to as a rrparentectomyrr. .4, parentectomy is

c)

d)

e)

f)
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basically the cutÈing off of one parent (usualIy the father)
by the other, sole-custody, parent.

Many advocates of urediation believe that joint custody

should be one of the aims and goals of mediation (Scheiner

et â1., 1982). Besides being the best choice for the

continuing well-being of the children, joint custody has

been shown Èo have other benef its, one of which is t,he

reduction of post-divorce conflict (Ilfe1d et ê1., 1982).

Joint custody fathers have been shown by researchers to
maintain a much higher level of involvement with their
children in the post-divorce family (Bowman & Ahrons, I9B5).

Physical joint custody would seem, in the rnajority of
cases, to be the best choice both for parents and for
children. It is a choice which allows fathers to continue

in their parenting roles and relationshÍps after a divorce

has occurred. Barring Èhat possibility, Iegal joint custody

wouLd seem to be the next best choice. A man divorces his

wife. He does not, as a father, divorce his child.ren.

Joint custody recognizes this fact.
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CTTÀPTER IÏI

lÍetïrodology

This study was designed to identify the man who seeks

to maintain ongoing contact with his children in the
post-divorce period and to investigate some of the factors
in the divorce process which night facilitate his doing so.

Data were corlected by means of questionnaj-res which were

anonymously rnailed to the researcher by the respond.ents.

The respondents were separated (involved in divorce
proceedings) or divorced rnale parents. The Kruskal-lva1lis

one-way analysis of variance (Siegal, LgS6) and.

Crosstabulation tables !¡ere used to analyze the data.

IIIE¡otheses

Hvpothesis I

Adjustment to divorcer âs neasured by Fisherr s

scale, will be positively associated with paternal

contact.

Adjustnent to divorce has been defined as an acceptance

by the divorcee of new social- roles and statuses to meet the

requirements of a nevr situation through a change in points

of view and habiÈ (Zadrozny, L959) .
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The adjusted individuar wourd have met the charlenge

involved in the role and status changes from being married

to being single. when children are involved there is a

further challenge in adjusting to the role and relationship
changes inherent in being a rrrive-outt father. Adjustrnent

to divorce would necessitate a certaÍn arnount of
frexibility, both in aÈtitude and in terms of adjusting to
changes in patterns of living and relating. The adjusted
divorced father, having successfully undergone the change

frorn married to single father, should be abre to maintain an

on-going positive relationship with his children.

Hypothesis II

High scores on androgrlmy or femininity in the BEFÍ

sex role inventory vill be positively associated.

sith paternal contact.

Àndrogenous persons are thought to be more frexibl-e
indivÍduars than traditionally sex-typed males and. females.

Direct support for a relationship between androgyny and.

flexibility and androgyny and empathy is racking in research

done to date. There does, however, appear to be support for
the belief that androgenous individuals have more effective
j.nterpersonal skil1s and, hence, relationships (Tomszak,
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1983). It was also concluded by Bem and Lenny (1976) that
more androgenous individuals respond not so much to the

ex¡lectations of the sex role as to interactional and

situational rrcuesrr. fhis inplies that androgenous persons

are more sensitive and empathetic than are persons who

adhere to tradítional male ro1es. Some of the

sex-stereotlpes associated with femininity are sensitivity,

compassion, the ability to empathize and self-disclose,
being emotional and undersÈanding and being more expressive

of inner feelings (Goldberg, 1980; Indvik & FiÈzpatrick,

1982; Pleck, L976). An androgienous male (one who has a high

score on both masculine and feminine traits) or a feminine

male, would be assumed to have a high rating in the

expressive traits traditionally associated with being

female, traits which are necessary attributes of nurturing

individuals. A man who is highly sex-typed in the masculine

role r¡ouId be less able to enter into a nurturing, mutually

satisfying, relationship with his chíldren. It would seem

that the traditional masculine irnage of a man who is always

in control, strong and silent, is one which would interfere
with positive parenting. Klein and Pelow (1982) noted this

and concluded that traditional masculine characteristics

interfere with good parenting, wherein the needs are to be

sensiÈive, responsive, warm and accepting. According to

these researchers rrit is little wonder that men find it

dífficult Èo be comfortable in a fathering nicherr (Klein &
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Pelow, 1982, p. f6).

Hlncothesis IIf

.ä, resenblance to Gersickr s ictrstodia]-ñ fathers
sill be positively associated with paternal

contact.

Gersick (L979 ) was able t,o assign a set of
characteristics to his group of 20 custodial fathers which

differentiated them from his group of 20 non-custodial

fathers. The custodial fathers ererer âs a group, reared in
traditional families wherein the fathers went out to work

daily and the mothers stayed at home to rttake care ofrr home

and children. These men had closer relationships with their
mothers than their fathers, with whom they had a more

distant, but rrrespectfulrr , relationship. f n other words ,

mother was rrMomrr, enacting the expressive role and nurturing
her children, whereas father remained rrFatherrr - the bread

winner, the disciplj.narian, the distant parent.

Gersick (L979) also found that his custodial fathers
vrere more like1y to be niddle or last-born children who had

siblings of both sexes. One can only speculate about the

reasons nhy fj.rst-born, only child and brothers-onIy men

would not fít into the custodial fathers group. First1y,
oldest children are categorized as high achievers, as
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ambitious self-promoters. such a man woul-d be goal oriented
and highly notivated career wise, less incrined to give much

of himself to his farnily. Secondfy, only children, although

there is little research to support thÍs, are considered to
be more selfish and less concerned withr or able to adjust
to, the needs of others. such individuars would arso be

unlikely to have the expressive gualities that would best

fit the¡n for fanily and parenting ro1es.

why having siblings of both sexes is of consequence is
also open to conjecture. Perhaps it Ís the case that women,

their needs, their personhood, would be more real to a man

who had had sisters as well as brothers whíle he $¡as growing

up. Having had sisters would be particularly likeJ_y to
facilit,ate a manrs relationship(s) with his daughter(s)..

Gersickrs custodiar fathers $rere also found to be more

actively involved with their children when the children were

younger. The paternal role has become a more gratifying one

as there is nor¡ more societal support and recognition for
being an invorved father. paternal interaction with the

infant (or young chíld) can be gratifying in itself. Active
involvement in the childts early years wourd mean that the

father-child bond r¡ras established, as v¡ere patterns of
interaction and activity. such a father would not rikery be

anxious abouÈ hj.s relationships with his chirdren, about his
importance to them, or about what he would rrdo withrr thern

for a stretch of t,ine.
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Gersick also found that the custodial fathers u¡ere more

likely to feel like the wronged party, beÈrayed by the wife.
Although hurt and perhaps ançfry, these men would feel 1ittle
guilt. Just because their partner wanted a divorce would

not mean that they should lose their relationship(s) with
their children as well. In fact, feeling like the wronged

party, particularly if the spouse had been involved in an

extra-marital affair, these men would be more like1y to
fight for custody. Their sense of justice, rrlrm not the one

that wanted the divorcert, rrThe divorce isnrt ny fault, v/hy

should I give up my kids?rf would IikeIy influence their
decision to fight for custody.

Gersick I s custodial fathers r.rere also older than his
group of non-custodial fathers. Older fathers would,

presumably, have older children. The father-child
relationship would be well established, the children less

dependent on the nother-child bond. lhe courts are also

more likely to grant the custody of older children to their
fathers. In the case of younger children, the courts almost

always grant custody to the mother, assuming that the

younger child is in need of the special nurturing
relationship that it is believed that mothers are best able

to provide.

Another characteristic of Gersickts custodial. fathers
r¡ras conservatism. Conserr¡ative men, particularly in regards

to the fanily, would tend to believe in the family, in
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marriage and in the responsibilities of parents to their
children. Children would be considered a continuation of

the male family line and, as such, the manrs rrpropertyrr to
be taken care of.

Finally, the custodial fathers, Gersick found, were

better educated. Education could be related in several ways

to a manrs seeking and/or obtaining custody. First of all,
and perhaps most obviously, better educated men would have

better jobs and higher incomes. Such fathers wouLd be seen

by the courts to be beÈter able to provide for their
children. Education could also mean that these men would

know how to gain custody of their children, they would not

automatically assume that they didntt have a chance to

obtain custody. High education would also be Iikely to be

associated with a higher adjustment to divorce. Such men

would know where to go for support and would be likely to

have the resources to continue their pre-divorce life-style.

Hvpothesis IV

A mutual decision to divorce will be positively

associated with paternal contact.

If a couple had mutually agreed

period should tend to be brief and

partners (Goode, 1956). fn such

to divorce the mourning

less traumatic for the

cases the post-divorce
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relationship would tend to be less disturbed or conflict
prone, there would be fewer recriminations, Iess guilt,
anger and rejection. Both partners wou1d, depending on the

time between the indivídual recognition that a divorce v¡as a

possibility and the decision to divorce, have established a

life apart from the couple identity. Such people would. also

likely have related to their children separately for some

time and v¡ould f ind the transitj.on to sÍngle parenthood.

easier. If, on the other hand, the decision to divorce was

non-urutual, the indivÍdual-s could face a lengthy adjustrnent

period, one which could possibly last for several years

(I{allerstein & Ke1ly, 1980) .

The mutual-decision dj-vorce would leave both parents

psychologically intact, leaving the father free to maintain

his parent-child relationships and, possibly, face less

negative resistance from his ex-spouse. Both parents would

be more able to put their childrenrs needs first as they

would have theír ovrn feelings and needs in proper

perspective.

Hvpothesis V(a)

lfen who were first to withdraw psychologically from the

marriage will have a bigher rate of contact sith their
children in the post-divorce period than ¡¡ill men whose

ex-spouse was the first to sithdraw psychologically.
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The definition of the 'trealtr initiator of the divorce
ascribed to by the present researcher was first defined by

vaughan (L977) as the partner who is first to guestion the
rrcoupled identityrr, that is, the partner who is idenÈified
by one or both partners as being first to withdraw

psychologically. Using this definition, the rrinitiatorn is
not, necessarily the partner who first, suggested the divorce
nor the partner who was first to initiate IegaI proceedings.

On the negative side, being the first to withdraw from

the coupled Ídentity could lead to feelings of guilt
(Wa1lerstein and Kel1y, 1980). On the other hand, this
partner would be more rikery to take a positive view of the

divorce, for his identÍty would no longer be tied in Èo the

couple. He wourd also be less lÍkeIy to experj.ence feelings
of rejection and anger (Weiss, I97S) and would. have more

time to adjust to the idea of divorce. rf he were able to
keep his guilt under control, a man who was the initiator,
as defined by Vaughan (L977), should be more likely to
maintain contact with his children.

Hvpothesis V(b)

Dfen wh,o were the first to suggest the divorce will have

a higher rate of contast with tJreir children in the
post-divorce period than will men whose erx-spouse was

tJre first to suggest the divorce.
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The partner who is first to suggest the divorce may do

so because he/she has picked up on the signals of the other
partner (assuming that the other partner has withdrawn

psychologically from the marriage). The partner may suggest

the divorce because he/she believes it is the only option,

because he/she wants to gauge the oÈhers reactionr or to
shock the other partner and stimulate díscussion about a

marriage considered to be in trouble. When one partner

suggests the divorce because the narriage has clearly become

intolerable, helshe should have little guilt about it. As

the one to take the first step he/she would also be more

likely to feel in controL the divorce would not be

something that is happening without his/her consent. In the

case where the father is fírst to suggest the divorce, thJ_s

would allow hin to preserve his feelings of competence and

his self-esteem" Feeling cornpetenÈ, in control and good

about, hinself should enable hin to continue his parent-child
relaÈionship ( s ) .

Hvpothesis VI

The presence of at least one ¡ale child in the

fami1y sill be positively associated sith paternal

contact.
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Spanier and Glick (198I) found a positive correlation
between rnarítal sÈability and the presence of at least one

boy in the farnily. They speculated that T¡romen would be less

likely to initiate a divorce if they had one son; this vras

due t,o the hesitance and doubt of the women regarding their
ability to parent or discipline a boy on their ovrn. They

also speculated that the Èraditional reasons for wanting

sons are stiIl in place in our society: to carry on the

fanily name, to rrheadrr the fanily, to pass along the family
farm or business. If these traditional reasons are still in
place, it is possible that if aÈ least one son has been born

to the couple the marriage is intrinsically more stable; the

v¡oman has done her duty, so to speak, and provided an heir.
Whatever the reasons, the fact remains that research

(Spanier & Glick, 1981; Hetherington et al., 1978) has shown

a relationship between stability of the marriage and the

presence of a son, or sons, in the fanily.

Selection of the Sample

One hundred questionnaires rüere sent to divorced men,

aII but three of whom lived in Manitoba. Most of the men

lived wiÈhin the city of l{innipeg and the remainder lived in
rural communities in the southern section of the province.

The criteria for selection $rere:
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age betv¡een 2 0 and 65 ì

divorced no more than 10 years,'

at least one child born of the marriage who is
less than 18 years of age;

have no more than one set of children of divorce;

be either a non-custodial or a joint-custodial

fatheri and,

live within a S-hour drive of his children.

The sample tras arrsnowballrrsample. The researcher

obtained the names of approxinately 50 men who fit the

criteria from friends and acguaintances. These men were

subsequently telephoned by the researcher and given such

infor¡nat,ion as the purpose of the study, the procedure for
collection of data, and the assurance of anonyrnity. The

researcher reguested participation with the understanding

that the respondent would have the option to decide not to
participaÈe after he had received and examined the research

instruments. The option to request the results of the study

was given to each participant. Mailed questionnaires were

used to collect data and a self-ad.dressed, stamped envelope

was included to facilitat,e return of Èhe questionnaire to
the researcher. A letter was included with the

quest,ionnaires, repeating some of the information given in
the telephone call and stating that a follow-up phone call
would be made to each respondent by the researcher two weeks

1)

2)

3)

4)

s)

6)
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after the research instrument s¡as mailed to him. The

researcher also offered the respondent tine to discuss any

of his concerns. If the participant requested the results
of the study at the ti¡ne of the initial phone call he r¡ras

able to retain his anonymity. If, however, he reguested the

results when he returned the questionnaires, he was not able

to remain anonymous.

All of the men contacted by the researcher agreed to
provide their addresses so that the research instruments

could be sent to them. The researcher also contacted a

senior member of the FATHERS organization who addressed and

mailed the questionnaires to members.

As a further possible means of obtaining the sample,

the researcher contacted a columnist wiÈh the Winnipeg Free

Press, who wrote a short note about the study in his column.

As a result, the researcher received six calls from divorced

men four of whom met the criteria and agreed to
participate Ín the study. The renaining six questionnaires

$rere distributed by men who v¡ere participating in the study

and asked for an extra copy of the research instrument rrfor

a friendrr.

Data collection

All data v¡ere collected between April and Septernber of
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L987. The instruments were nailed to each respondent v¡ith a

return, self-addressed stamped envelope enclosed. This

method of data collection ensured anonyrnity. It tras

berieved that the subjects wourd answer the questions more

honestly if anonymity was assured.

The Research Desicrn

Research Instruments And Measures

Data were obtained by means of guestionnaires. These

consisted of items about personar information, a Familism

Scale (Bardis, L959) , Fisherfs Adjustrnent to Divorce

rnvenÈory (Fisher, 1976) and the Bem sex Role rnventory
(BSRI) (Ben, J-97 4) .

The personal information cnrestionnaire

Demographic infornation lras included in the

questionnaire, which included âgê, number of years married,

number of years or months separated before the divorce,

number of years divorced, number, ages and sex of child.ren,

and educat,ion and emplolanent information. euestions v/ere

also asked to determine the mants present ¡narital status,
frequency of contact with the children, the manrs present

relationship with his ex-spouse, whether support payments

v¡ere made and the level at which this was perceived as a
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Infornation was also gathered regard.ing who

initiated the separaÈion and/or the divorce, the d.egree of
the fatherIs perceived invorvement with his children in
their infancy and pre-school years and whether the father
had atteurpted to, or thought about, gaining custody of the

children. Questions were arso asked about the fanily of
origin, such as relationship with parents when growing up

and birth order, in order to compare with Gersickrs (1979)

custodial fathers" The final question in the personal

info:mation questionnaire contained 16 separate items which

together composed the Familisn Scale (Bardis, 1959). The

Familism scare was given as a measure of conservatism, one

of the descriptors of Gersickrs custodial fathers.

Fi-sherts adiustment to divorce inventorv (I97r'\

Fisherrs Adjustment to Divorce rnventory is a loo itern

questionnaire desÍgned by Fisher as a part of his doctoral
díssertation in L976. He revised it in rgTg to the form

used in the present research. Fisher designed his
questionnaire to measure an individualrs adjustment to the

ending of what Fisher referred to as a rrlove relationship".
The responses use a five choice Likert type scale which

ranges from alnost-arways to almost-never. There ís a total
score for overall adjustnent and six subtest scores:
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feelings of self-worth, disentanglement from love

relationship, feelings of anger, symptoms of grief,

rebuilding social trust and, social self-worth.
The tr¡ro subtests ttfeelings of self-worthrr (FSf,ü) and

rrsynptons of grriefrr (SOG) deal with the divorceers personal

adjustment. The first subtest determines whether the

divorcee has feelings of being worthwhile, self- confidence,

and of being capable of intinacy and closeness. The second

scale determines how emotionally intact the divorcee is,
having dealt with feelings of sadness, depression and

loneliness.

The subtests rrdisentanglement from love relationshipil
(DLR) and rfeelings of angerrr (FOA) deal with the divorceers

relationshÍp with the ex-spouse. The former subtest

measures r¡hether the divorcee is rremotionallyrr divorced from

the ex-spouse and has accepted the divorce as best for
everybody in the fanily. The latter subtest establishes

whether the divorcee has a comfortable relationship with the

ex-spouse, one which is free from anger, blame and hurt,.

The subtest ttrebuilding socÍa1 trustrr (RST) deals with

the divorcee I s nevr rrlove relationshiptr . This subtest

measures rrhether the divorcee is capable

trust of lett,ing others, especially a

intimacy and

partner, 9êt

close.

The last subtest, rrsocial self-v¡orthrt (MSC) , deals with

the divorceets relationships with friends. ft measures

of

nes¡
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ofsocial adjustment and determines the divorcees acceptance

his/her new role as a single person.

According to Fisher (personal communication, Feb. 1987)

the face validity of his instrument is good. Most people

who read the I00 ítems comnent on their relevance. Fisher

noted that researchers using the instrument have found that
both divorce adjustnent and scores on the FDAS improve the

longer people are separated. According to Fisher, this
indicates that, the FDAS is, in fact, measuring divorce

adjustment. In the information package accompanying the

questionnaires Fisher reported that, in divorce seminars

conducted at the Fisher Institute, there has been found to

be a high correlation between the ratings participants give

each other on growth and divorce adjustrnent and the gain on

the comparison scores between the pre-test and the

post-test.

Fisher also reported that the alpha internal
reliability of his instrument is good and that the total
score reliabilÍty is .985 while the reliability of Èhe

subtests range from .87 to .93. Although no validity
statistics are available, Fisher claimed that there are

several rrindicationsrr of validity. À sample population of

500 people r¡as used to nor¡¡r and standardize the scale. The

scoring results of these standardized scores are plotted on

a profile sheet. Percentile rank order scores are used.
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Bem sex role inventorv (BSRI)

Bemrs (1974) Sex RoIe Inventory was administered to
subjects to yield a level of masculinity, fenininity or

androgyny. This particular scale is one of the most

freguently used measures of androgyny. The Bem Sex RoIe

rnventory was devised by sandra Bem and published first in
L974. Ben revised the scorÍng system in 1977. Subjects are

scored and classified as masculine, feminine, androgenous or

undifferentiated. The BRSI consisÈs of 6o personarity

characteristics, 20 of whích are rnascurine stereotypêsr zo

feminine stereotlpes and 20 filler items. The respondents

rate thenserves for each characteristics on a 7 point scal-e

in which I is rrnever or almost neverrr and 7 is ilalways or

alrnost always truerr.

The contact measure

Lacking any other previously devised and tested sca1e,

a contact measure $ras devised by the researcher using

question 11 from the demographic information guestionnaire

(see Appendix A). From question 11, it, was possible to
obtain a level of frequency of contact between father and.

child, rangíng from rrneverrr to rrdailytr.

The rrdailyrr or ttweeklytr contact fathers constituted the

high contact group, the rrmonthlyrr contact fathers
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constituted the medium contact group and the ryearlyn-
rrneverrr contact fathers constituted the row contact group.

Gersickf s custodial fathers

Gersick (L979) identified 1O rrcharacteristicsil of
custodial fathers from his comparison study of custodiar and

non-custodial fathers. Five of the characteristics concern

fanily background. Others are: âgê, consenratism,

educational lever, feerings about the divorce and, finaIIy,
lever of invorvement with their chÍldren when they were

infants and/or toddlers.

The subjects of the present research e¡ere divided into
2 groups for each of Gersickrs rrCharacteristicsr. Group I
for each test included individuals who ilfitr the

characteristics, croup 2, those who did not.
crosstabulations with level of cont,act vrere made f or

characteristics Lt 2, 3, 4, 5 and lO. The Kruskal-Wallis I-
way Anova l¡as used for characteristics 6, 7, I and 9.

Data Ànalgsis

Non-parametric tests v¡ere used to analyze the daÈa.

when ordinal and nominal data are obtained non-parametric

tests are used so that it is possible to avoid having to
make the assumptions associated with the use of parametric

tests. The Kruskal-Wallis one-eray analysis of variance was
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used to rtestr the relationships and Crosst,abulation tables

were used to analyze the data. In cases where

Crosstabulation Èables srere used, statistics t¡ere not

computed as there eJere too many cells with expected

frequencies less than 5. !{here statistical testing of
hlpotheses lras possible, the . 05 level of confidence r¡¡as

used.
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CTTAPTER Iv
Resu].ts

Description of the Sample

of the 100 mailed questionnaires, s7 vrere returned.
Four were returned undone and ten !{ere unusable for the

fol-lowinçt reasons: rn four cases the father had custody; in
two cases the chirdren lived more than a S-hour drive ar¡/ay;

in one case the children were arr older than 1g; in one case

the ex-couple had never been married; and, in the final two

cases, the questionnaires r¡ere returned after the data had

been analyzed.

The final sample consisted of 43 men, six of whom were

separated but invorved in divorce proceedings and. 37 of whom

had been divorced no more than ro years. Ages ranged from

32 to 60 years, with a mean age of 41. The manrs age at the

tine of marriage ranged from 19 to 31, with a mean of 24.

Length of tine married ranged from three years to 22 years,

with a mean of L2 years. Thirty-one (7ZZ) of the sample had

been married between 6 and 15 years. The length of time

Iegally divorced ranged from one month to IO years, wíth a

mean of 3 years. Thirty-nine percent had been divorced from

1 to 5 years. The toÈal number of children for the sample

h¡as 86 , with a modal nurnber of 2 chíldren per f ather.

Fifty-two of the children rrere boys, 34 were girls. There
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vtere 14 one-chird fanilies , 12 of !,rhom r¡rere boy-onry

families. The age range of the children !,¡as frorn s to 27

(see Table 1).

TABLE 1

PROFII,E OF FÀ¡fiLY BY CTITLDREN

No. of Children

Boys 52
Girls 34
Total - 86

Mean Acre in Years

L2.9
14.6
13.6

Familv Size (Mininurn - 1,

I child L4
(boys only - 12)
(girls only - 2)

2 children - 24

3 children - 2

4 children - 1

5 children - 0

6 children - I
7 children - 0

I children - I

Maximum

33t

568

st

2+

2*

2z

8)

I Sex families
Boy only 18
(1 or more)

Girl only 7
(1 or more)

Total 25

Total N 1008

lfodal No. of children - 2

The largest percenÈage of the respondents (37.22) were

divorced and living alone, while a further I2Z vrere

separated (involved in divorce proceedings) and living
alone. Of the dívorced men, 23.58 reported being renarried

43
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(See Appendix B). Joint custody faÈhers constituted 44.2eo

of the sample and 4I.98 hrere non-custody fathers. This high
percentage of joint custody fathers is indicative of the

current trend towards joint custody as a viable option for
divorcing parents (Ross & Matas, 1987). The remainder

reported a variety of custodial arrangements (see Tab1e Z).

Only 18.6* reported not having considered trying to get

custody of their children, while a sizeable rnajority (81.4?)

had considered trying for custody.

TABËE 2

cusToDy .âRRANGEITENTS/ SÀTISFÀCTION

Variable Freguency
lnì

Percentage
/*ì

Non-custody

Joint-custody

1 child each parent

Custody of I son only

St,i11 in courts

Custody of 2 oldesÈ only

Unknown

18

19

2

I

I
I
I

4L.9

44 .2

4.7

2.3

2.3

2.3

2.3

Thought of trying for custody

Did not consider trying for custody

35

I
81.4

18. 6

Satisfied with present custodial
arrangement

Not satisfied with custodial
arrangement

27 62 .8

37 .216
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Despite this fact, 62.gz reported. being sat,isfied with
their present custody arrangement, while the remaÍnder

(37.22) were not. onry 4 fathers saw their children on a

daily basis. Twenty-two saw their children weekry and 6 saw

their children once a ¡nonth. onry 3 of the remaining

fathers report,ed that they never saw their children (one of
these 3 fathers lived with frsome ofr his children) .

Thirty-four (79+) of the fathers reported. paying

support for the maintenance of their children. The najority
perceived this as a duty and a responsibility. Thirteen
(288) of the fathers who did, or were supposed to, pay

support, perceived this responsíbility negatively (see Tabre

3).

The respondents work at a wide variety of occupations,
with only 2 reporting being unemproyed at the tine of the
study. Twenty-eight percent of the respond.ents classified.
themselves as rrprofessionals wíth advanced degreesr. Àn

even higher percentage (42t) reported that their income r{ras

in excess of $5orooo (see Appendix B for Demographic

Infor:uration) .
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TABI.E 3

SÏ'PPORT PÀYTITENTS A}ID PERCESTION OF TIIE
FINAITCIjAI, RESFONSTBILITY

Value Labe1 Frequency
(n)

Percentage
tå)

Pay Support
Do not pay support

34
9

79
2I

Perception of Palment
Às a duty/responsibility

As a burden

Responsibility and burden

Other financial arrangements made

A IegaIIy directed duty

As a duty/equa1 time means egual
expenses

rrsomething I want Èo do for ny sonfl

rrI do not mind supporting my children
- ny role as a parent continuesrl

Ivas a burden - novr bankrupt
trÀ burden when I was paying

- my wife t¡as remarriedrr

Unjustly used and excessive in
regards to childfs needs

Unfair
ttlf the children need anything

I will purchase it for them
within reasonrt

rrI feel the costs should be shared
equally and I should have equal
say in how the money is spentrl

Burden to support the ones living
with ne

(No cornment)

2L

6

I

I

I

49

L4

2

2

2

2

I

5

2

2

2

I

1

I

I

I
2

2

2

2

5
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Tests of llvootheses

Hypothesis I

Adjustnent to divorce, as measured by Fisherrs
Scale, will be positively associated sith paternal

contact.

Àdjustnent to divorce was measured by using Fisherts
Adjustrnent to Divorce rnventory in which scores on six
subtests are added to yield a totar adjustnent score (see

Table 4) . Levels of adjustrnent were det,ernined with 372 of
the respondents falling into the highty adjusted category,

462 in the mediun-high category, J-2t medÍum-Iow and. 5t 1ow

TABI;E 4

BREÄKDOWN OF AILTI]STI.TENT SCORES
BY SIIBTESTS

FSW DLR FOA SOG RST MSC Total

Total
Possible L25 lLO 60 120 40 45 5OO

Max
Score ]-25 110 57 I2O 40 43 4Bs

Min
Score 59 43 16 52 L4 L7 243

Mean 103 96 44 104 33 35 4L6

Fisher I s
Mean 97 92 43 95 28.5 32.5 377
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(see Tabre 5). The raw scores h¡ere broken down into levels
with the top 20 percent constituting the rever of high
adjustment and the botton zo percent constituting the level
of low adjustment. This break down into levels was d.one by

the present researcher.

TABLE 5

üEVEI,S OF AILTUSTI.ÍEIflT USING TTIE FISIIER SC]\I,E,
BY R.AV¡ SCORES AT{D PERCENTÀGES

Level Raw Scores Frequency
ln)

Percentage
(*\

High

Medium-high

Medium-Iow

Low

44 0-500

378-439

3LO-377

240-309

16

20

5

2

37

46

T2

5

A measure of contact vras devised using revels of
freguency of contact. Three levels of contact (row, medium

and high) were determined: 62.8t of the fathers felr into
the high contact category, tg.6t $¡ere med.ium-contact and

18.6t !¡ere low contact (see Table 6).

[he Kruskal-wal1is 1-way anarysis of variance test \¡¡as

used to detennine if any relationship existed between scores

on the Fisher scale and the lever of paternar cont,act. The

Kruskal-I{allis yielded an H of o.9sB6 (corrected. for ties),
which is significant at the O.6L92 level (see Table 7). The

resulÈs indicate no relationship between ad.justment to
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divorce and paternal contact. Hypothesis I was not
supported.

TABI,E 6

TREQUENCY OF CONTAeI

ln)
Frequency Percentage

t*l
Variable

High
DaiIy

Weekly 23

9.3

53 .5

16. 3

2.3

9.3

2.3

2.3

4.7

n=27
More than once a month 7

Medium
Once a Month I

tl = I

Several tines a year 4

Once a Year I
Low

Less than once a year I
Never 2

n: I

fåBI,E 7

KRUSKAL-WAI,TJS ].-YÍAY ÀIIOVA BETT{EEN DIVORCE
À$ruS[IfENT ¡\¡ID LE\TEL OF CONTACT

Level of Mean Score Mean Rank ofContact n on Fisher Fisher Score

High 27 423.7 23.3

MedÍum I 4I7.O ZL.4

Low

415.9 = mean for sample
H-0.9586rP=O.6L92

388.8 18 .4
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Hvpothesis If

High scores on androgyny or fenininity in the BEXrf

sex role inventorT will be positively associated

with paternal contact.

Hlpothesis II was tested by means of the Kruskal-!,ia11is

for the variables fernininity and contact. The H was 1.9954

(corrected for ties), significant at the O.36g97 level_ (see

Tab1e 8). These results indicate that there was no

rerationship between feminine sex rore level as measured. by

the BSRI and paternal contact.

It was not possible to use the Kruskal-Wallis for the

variables androgyny and contact as there is no real ,scorer

on androgyny. Crosstablulations were done instead.

TABI;E 8

KRI'SKAL-WAI,T,IS ].-WAY .A}TOVÀ BETT{EEN
BE¡TFEIII Àl{D IJE\TEL OF CONTÀET

Level of Mean Score Mean Rank on
Contact n on BEMFEM BEMFEM Score

High 27 4.6 23.6

Mediu¡r I 4.5 t6. s

Low I 4.3 ZZ.O

4.5 = mean for sample
H-1.9954, P=0.3687
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crosstabulations vrere mad,e between sex rore ratings
using the BSRI and lever of contact. And.rog'enous and.

feminine individuals had the highest percent,age (both were

29.6+) of those who had daily-weekly contact with their
children. on the other hand, masculine individuals just
comprised 14.8t of the high group (see Table 9).

TÀBI,E 9

LE\TEL OF CONTAET BY BEXIT

BEM
Level of
Contact n Àndr Undiff Masc Fem

High

Medium

Low

t
29 .6

L2.5

50. 0

t
25.9

37.5

L2.5

t
L4.9

37 .5

25.O

z

29 .6

]-2,5

12.5

27

I

I

Hvpothesis IfI

À ¡ssamlr].¿¡¡ss to Gersickrs icustodiaf-i fathers
will be positively associated r¡íth paternal

contact.

Gersick Ísolated 10 rrcharacteristicstr of his group of
custodial fathers. The respondents of the present study

were conpared to Gersickf s cust,odial fathers (See Appendix B

and Appendix C for Descript,ions of the Respondents by

Gersickr s ItCharacteristicstt) .
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This hypothesis was tested in two different ways.

First of all, a score lras obtained as a measure of fit for
each respondent with Gersickfs custodial fathers (see Table

10) . The totar possible score v¡as 20, indicating a perfect
resemblance to Gersickts custodiar fathers. The range for
the present sample was from 6 ]-6, with the largest
percentag'es (18.6t each) scoring 9 and Il.

TÀBËE IO

PRESEIIT SÀT,ÍPLES FIT IÍITTT GERSICK'S
CUSTODIAL F.ä,TTIERS

rrScorerr on Gersick Frequency
lnl

Percentage(*\

6
7
I

I
4
4
8
4
I
3
4
2
3
2

2.3
9.3
9.3

18. 6
9.3

18. 6
7.O
9.3
4.7
7.O
4.7

9
10
11
L2
13
14
15
16

Maximum Possible 20
Mean: 10.7

The Kruskal-Wallis vras used to test this hypothesis.

The H was 5.8470 (corrected for ties), significant at the

0.0537 level, indicating that the relationship vras in the

expected direction (See Table II).
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TÀBLE 11

KRT'SKAL-WAI,LIS I-T{AY A}IOVÀ BET9iIEEN
GER^SICK AT{D I;EVEL OF CONTÀCT

Level of
Contact

Mean Score
on Gersick

Mean Rank of
Gersíck Score

High

Medium

Low

10.7 = mean
![ : 5.8470 ,

27

I

I

for sample
P - 0.0537

r1. I
11. 3

8.6

23.9

25.r

]-2.4

Each of the 10 characteríst,ics on Gersickts scale was

also examined separately. crosstabulations v¡ere made for
characteristics 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 7 and IO, these

characteristics vrere not testable as not, enough celrs
contained expected frequencies greater than 5. The Kruskal-
Wallis was used to test characteristics 6, I and. g (See

Tab1e 12). Significant, relationships lrere found between

contacÈ and an active involvement with the child when the

child r¡as younger, and between fathers age and contact. The

average age of the high contact, group vras 39.6 years. The

average age of the medium contact group $Jas 44.8 years and

of the low contact group, 43.5 years. Age vras negatÍvely

assocíated with contact (i.e. the older the father, the less

conÈact he had with his children). Crosstabulations for
contact and, education indicated that 5I.98 of the group of
27 men who saw their children weekly lrere highly educat,ed.
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TABLE L2

TESTS AND CROSSTABITI,ATIONS FOR ITYPOTTIESIS IrI

1. Leve1 of Contact by Eraditional Farnily of Origin
Family Description

Level of
contacÈ n Traditional Non-TradÍtional8z
Hiqh 27 26 .9

37 .5

25. O

Monthly I
Yearly 8

73. I
62.5

75. O

2. Level of Contact by Relationship with Mother

Relationship with Mother
Level of
Contact n Close Other

t8
High

Mediun

Low

27

I
I

51. 9

50. 0

25.O

48.1

50.0

75. O

3. Level of Contact by Relationship with Father

Relationship with Father
Level of
Contact n Oistant/nespectful

tZ
High

Medium

Low

27

I

I

63.0

37.5

62 .5

37.O

62 .5

37 .5
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4. Level of Contact by Presence of One or Both Sexes

Siblincrs

Level of Siblings of Siblings ofContact n 1 Sex OnIy Both Sexes8z
High

Medium

Low

27

I

I

55. 6

37 "5

62 .5

44 .4

62 .5

37 .5

5. Leve1 of Contact by Birth Order

Birth Order
Leve1 of

High

Medium

Low

27

I

I

t
59.3

75.O

25.O

I
40.7

25.0

75. 0

6. Level of
the Child

Contact by fnvolvement in Child Care When
was Younger

KRUSKAL-T{ALLTS I-WAY ANOVÀ
INVOLVEÌ,ÍENT BY CONTACT

Level of
Contact n

Mean Rank
of Involvement

High

Medium

Low

l[ = 6.3562, P = 0.0417

27

I

I

25 .5

17 .9

14. 3
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7. Level of Contact by Feelings about the Divorce

Feelings about the Divorce
Level of

Bet ot
High

Medium

Low

27

I

I

33.3

75.0

25. O

66.7

25. O

75.O

8. Leve1 of Contact by Age

KRUSKÀL-WALLIS I-WAY ANOVA
AGE BY CONTACT

Leve1 of
Contact n Mean Mean Rank

High

Medium

Low

41.3 = mean
H - 7.9043 1

27

I

I

for sample
P = 0.0192

39 .6

44.8

43.5

18. 3

32.r

24.3

9. Level of Contact by Fanilisn

KRUSKAL-TIALLIS I-WAY A¡{OVA
FAMTLTSM BY LEVEL OF CONTACT

Level of
Contact

Mean Rank of
n Fanilism Scale

High

Mediun

Low

H=2.0164rP=0.3649

27

I

I

22.53

16.81

25.44
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I0. Leve1 of Contact by Education

Level of
Contact

Level of Education
High School

n or less Univ

High

Medium

Low

27

I

I

I
22.2

50. 0

50.0

I
25.9

25.O

37 .5

z
51. 9

25. O

l-2.5

Hvpothesis IV

A mutual decision to divorce will be positively
associated with paterrral contact.

In the najority of cases (23 or 54t) the d.ecísion to
divorce was made by the wife. This fits the find.ings of
other research (Fishel, 1985). The decision to divorce was

mutual in only 13 (308) cases (See Table 13). This

hypothesis was not testable as not enough celrs contained.

expected frequencies greater than 5. The number of celrs
with expected frequencies greater than 5 must not be more

than 20 percent of the total nurnber of cells.
crosstabulations lrere roade between a mutual decision to

divorce and level of contact. Group I consisted of the
group who had mutually decided to divorce (n = 13). Group 2

comprised the non-mutual group (n = 3O). Of the high

contact group of fathers 63.0t hrere from the non-mutual

group and 37.02 vrere from the mutual group (See Table 14) .
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TABIiE 13

INITI¡\TOR STA:rUS ÀIID THE DECTSION TO DIVORCE

Frequency Percentage

Me
Ex-wife
MutuaI

Who was first to withdraw
psychologically from
the marriage?

Me
Ex-wife
Both

I,i.ho first suggested the divorce?

Me
Ex-wife
Unknown

Who filed for the legal divorce?

Mê, with consent
Ex-wife, with consent
Mê, without consent
Ex-wife, without consent
Unknown

16
54
30

7
23
13

13
24

6

30
56
L4

28
39

5
2I

7

30
65

5

13
28

2

L2
L7

2
9
3
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TABI,E L4

LEVEL OF COITTA,CT BY DECISTON TO DIVORCE

Level of
Contact

Divorce Decision

n Non-Mutual Mutua I

High

Medium

Low

27

I
I

I
63 .0

87 .5

75.O

I
37 .0

12.5

25. O

Crosstabulations were made for a further breakdown of
decision to divorce and contact. Group I (n = 7) r¡¡as

identified as the group wherein Èhe decision to divorce was

made by the respondent. Group 2 (n = 23) r¡ras the group who

said that the ex-spouse had made the decision. Group 3 (n =

13) comprised the mutual group (See Table t5). Of the high

contact fathers (n = 27) I8.5å reported that they had made

the decision to divorce, 44.42 reported that the ex-wife had.

made the decision and 37.08 reported that, the decision was

mutual.
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TABT,E 15

F'URTHER BREAKDOIYIT OF LE\TEL OF CONTACT
BY DECISIOII TO DIVORCE

Divorce Decision
Level of
Contact n Mine Ex-!{ife Mrrt-rra'l

High
t

27 18.6
I

44.4

75.O

62 .5

å
37.O

12.5

25. O

Medium 8 I2.5
Low 8 12.5

Hvpothesis V

a) lfen who were first to withdraw

psychologically from the narriage wilJ-

have a higher rate of contact with their
children in the post-divorce period tl.an

will men whose ex-spouse was the first
to sithdraw psychologically.

Thirteen (308) of the respondents said they vrere the

first part,ner to withdraw psychologically from the marriage

(see Table 13). Once again, this hypothesis vras not

testable as not enough cells contained expected frequencies

great,er than 5.

Crosstabulations $rere made between psychological

withdrawal and contact. Of the high contact group (n = 27)

33.3t said they had withdrawn first, whereas 51.98 said the
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wife had withdrawn first. onry 14.gå reported. that the

withdrawal was mutual (see Table 16).

TABI,E 16

LE\IEL OF CONTACT BY PSYCXIOIPGIEÀL WITHDRAI{ÀI,

fnitía1 I{ithdrawal
Level of
Contact, n Me Ex-Wife Both8tz
High 27

MedÍum I
Low I

33.3

35.5

L2.5

51. 9

50. 0

75 "O

14.8

L2.5

l-2.5

b) l,len who yere the first, to suggest the
divorce wilt have a higher rate of
contact with their children in the post-

divorce period than will men whose ex-

spouse was the first to suggest, the

divorce.

Thirteen (30t) of the respondents reported. that they

were the first partner to suggest the divorce. Twenty-eight

(658) reported that, their ex-wives lrere first to suggest the

divorce (see Table 13).

Às it rras not possible to test Hlpothesis V(b),

Crosstabulat,ions !¡ere made between whose suggestion it was

to divorce and level of contact. Of the high contact
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fathers, 30.88 reported that they had made the suggestion to
divorce while 69.22 reported that their ex-wives had made

the suggestion (See Table 17).

TABËE L7

LE\IEL OF CONTA,CT BY SUGGESTTON OF DIVORCE

Level of
Contact

Initial Suggestíon

nMe Ex-I^Ii fe

High

Mediun

Low

26

I

I

t
30.8

37 .5

28 .6

I
69.2

62 .5

7 r.4

Hvpothesis VT

Ttre presence of at, J-east one mate child in the
fanily will be positively associated with paternal
contact.

Only 7 respondents out of the sample of 43 reported
having gírI-only families. Eighteen reported having boy-

only families (See Table 1).

Hlpothesis VI sras not testable as not enough cel1s

contained expected frequencies greater than 5.

crosstabulations were made between the presence of at least
one son in the fanÍIy and level of contact. Of the high
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contact fathers, 85.22 reported having at 1east one son

while 14.88 reported having no sons (See Tab1e Ig).

TABLE 18

I,E\TEL OF COIflTÀCT BY PRESENCE OF SON

Presence of Son
Level of
Contact n Son No Son

High

Medium

Low

27

I

8

t
85. 2

75. O

87 .5

z
14.8

25.0

]-2.5

tr'urther E:+rloratory Analyses

Further analyses were performed to test for the effects
of the following variables on paternal contact in the post-

divorce period: The fatherrs present relationship with his
ex-spousei custody statusi and the fatherrs residual
feelÍngs of anger toward his ex-spouse. Each variable wil1
be discussed separat,ely.

Present Relationship with Ex-spouse

The respondents reported a

their ex-spouses, ranging fron

haÈredrr. The rrunfriendlytt group

respondents who reported a

variety of feelings toward
[very closerr to rrbitter

(Group 2) consist,ed of 27

negative post-divorce
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relationship with the ex-spouse. The rrfriendlyil group

(Group 1) consisted of 16 respondents who reported a

positive relationshÍp with the ex-spouse (See Table 19).

TÀBI,E 19

PRESEIIIT REI,ATIOIISETP I{ITTT EX-SPOUSE

Value Labe1 Frequency
lnì

Percentage
/ *'l

Group I:
Very close

Friendly

Friendly, but distant

croup 2z

rrI{e tolerate each otherrl

Unfriendly

Very conflicted
rrI feel friendly, she remains

hostilerl
Very conflicted: rrI never

want to see her againrl

50t of the tí¡oe - tolerat,e
508 of the time - unfriendly
No cont,act at all
Very conflicted and unfriendly:

rrNo connunication on her partrl
rrBitter hatred on my partrr

I

5

10

10

4

5

2

5

5

2

I

2

2

t2

23

23

9

I2

2

2

2

I
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Crosstabulations vtere made between level- of contact and

feelings toward the ex-spouse. of the high contact fathers
51.98 report,ed friendly feelings toward the ex-spouse and

48.L2 reported unfriendly feerings. A high percentage of
the low contact groups (B7.sz each) reported. having

unfriendly feelings toward the ex-spouse (see Tab1e 20).

TABT.E 20

ËEVEL OF CONTÀST BY FEELINGS TOT{ÀRD ITIE EX-SPOUSE

Feelings
Level of
Contact n Friendlv Not Friendly*z
High

Medium

Low

27

I

I

s1. 9

12.5

12.5

48. 1

87 .5

87 .5

Custodv Status

rt should be recarred that 44.22 of the respondents had.

joint custody. crosstabulations were made between custody

status and lever of cont,act. of the high contact fathers;
642 were joint-cust,ody whereas 362 t¡ere non-custody. The

Iow cont,act fathersr ot the other hand, consisted of 93.3å

non-custody fathers and ]-6.72 joint-custody fathers (see

table 2r). The data suggest that joint custody fathers have

a higher leve1 of contact, than non-custody fathers.
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TABI,E 21

ËE\TEL OF CONTAET BY CUSTODY STATUS

Custody Status
Level of
Contact n Non-Custody Joint Custodytz
High 25 36. o 64. o

Medium 6 66.7 33.3

Low 83.3 16.7

Feelings of Anqer

Feelings of anger (FOA) toward the ex-spouse was

measured as a sub-test of the Fisher Divorce Adjustrnent

rnventory. The relationship between FoA and contact T¡/as

fested by means of the Kruskal-Í{arlis, which yielded. an H of
5.2ro4 (corrected for ties), significant at the 0.0739 lever
(see Table 22). Although this is not a significant
association, the trend is in the expected. direction.

TÀBLE 22

KRUSKAL-Wå,IÃIS I-T{AY ANOVA
BETÍ{EEN FOA À}TD I;EVEL OF CONTÀST

Level of Mean Score Mean Rank of
Contact n on FOA FOÀ Score

High

Mediun

27

8

45.7

44.O

37.3

24 .8

21. I
13 .4Low I

43.8 = mean for sample
H = 5.2IO4, P = O.O739
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Strengths and Limitations of the Studv

Family researchers have, in the past,, relied on the

responses of v¡omen when conducting research on the farnily.
Researchers cromwell and olson (1995) ernphasized the need

for fanily researchers to collect data from both men and.

women, using observational methods as werr as self-report.
These researchers r¡rere especially critical of the use of
female only samples and the reliance on self-report methods.

other researchers have arso written on the importance of
including male sampres in divorce research (Ahrons, 1983i

Kitson and Raschke, 1981). Ahrons stated:

rrMuch of our current knowledge about divorce is
based on the responses of r¡omen To understand
the coparental relationship requires information
from both individuals l¡ho comprise the parental or
former spouse subsystemtr (p. 67).

In a partial effort to right some of the imbalance in
divorce research the present research study incrud.ed men

on1y. Custody is still being awarded to women in a rnajority
of cases and yet research has shown that the fathers
continuing presence is essential to the childts healthy
growth. While a major strength of the present study is that
it does concentrate on the male view, this may also be

considered a linitat,ion as it is still a one-sex study.

Another najor limitation of the study is reliance on

the self-report nethod. Personal interviews vrere not
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conducted as it was decided that ensuríng anonymity night
alrow the respondents to be more truthful in their
responses.

Another linitation was the small sample size. A sample

of 43 makes iÈ difficult to statisticarry anaryze the

results. A further tinitation reg'arding the sample was that
it was a rrsnowballrr sampre. This particular sample turned

out to be quite homogeneous, highly ed.ucat,ed with high

incomes. rf a sample with a greater variety in ed.ucational

and income levers had been obtained, the resurts might be

more generalizable, and more analyzable.

A final li¡nitation lies within the nature of the

contact measure r¡hich ís basically a quantitative measure.

Quality of contact is irnpossible to assess from a

guantitative measure. unfortunately, only observational
methods would measure quarity contact and even these would

be subject t,o observer bias.
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CHAPTER V

Discussion, Srrrrmarl and Conclusions

The major objectives of this study were to discover who

is the father v¡ho maintains conÈact with his children after
divorce and what are some of the factors in the process of
the divorce that, facilitate his doing so. The six
hypotheses of the study were designed to help ansvrer these

questions. This section incrudes a discussion of the
results of the hlpotheses tests and those of the further
analyses, inplications of the study, a sunmary of the
findings, conclusions and suggestions for further research.

Discussion Of Hr¡ootheses Results

Hlpotheses L, II and III were designed to help ansrÁ/er

the fírst najor question of the study: who is the man who

naintains contact with his children after divorce? The

results of each hypothesis will be considered separately.

Hypothesis I

Àdjustment to divorcer âs measured by Fisherr s

scale, wiII be positively associated with paternal

contact.
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The hlpothesis was not supported.

Às a whole, the sampre used in the present study wourd

appear to be well adjusted to divorce according to the
Fisher scale. They collectivery scored above the soth
percentile on all subtests of the scare (see Append.ix D).

Generally, the sample was arso a group of high contact
fathers yet no relationship was found between adjustment and

contact. Men who scored low on adjustrnent !,rere just as

like1y to nainÈain frequent contact with their children as

men who scored high. Arthough the mean score of the high
contact group sras 34.9 points higher than the mean score of
the low contact group, this is a nonsignificant difference
on a scare with a naximurn of 5oo and considering the small
sample size.

There are a number of possible expranations for a rack
of association between contact and adjustrnent. One

explanation is that men who are highly ad.justed. may be so

because they have been dÍvorced for a relativery long tíme.
such men would, however, tend to have order chirdren who,

due to their developmental stage, would be spend.ing time

wíth peers that they would have spent with a parent at a

younger age. These men, though adjusted to the divorce,
would therefore tend to have less consistent contact with
their children.

Consistent, with other studies vras the finding that, the

woman is the partner who is nost rikely to seek Èhe divorce
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(Bloon et aI., 1983; Buehler, l-987; Buehler et al., tgBS/86ì

Pett,it & Bloom, L984i Spanier & Thompson, l-gg4-i Zeiss et
aI., 1980). Às v¡as discussed in the literature review, men

who are the non-initiators feer less guilt about the divorce
(Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). Such men, despite feeling hurt
and angry, would also tend to seek to maintain an on-going

relationship with their children. rt is probable that they

wourd perceive the divorce as something that was forced upon

them, sonething that they had not wanted.. One father
recalled that initially he had felt ançtry, hurt, and.

rrbetrayed by the legal systemrr. Feeling this wây, it is
very inprobable that this man v¡ould be wilring to relinguish
his relationship with his children. He would tend, if
getting physical custody of his children r^¡as an

inpossibiliÈy, to demand joint custody and equal Èime with
them.

Àlthough it seems logical, êt first, that adjustment to
divorce would correlate positively with freguency of
contactr oD closer examination it is also logical that it
would not. Men who are not adjusted, who are left with
residual feelings of guilt and/or anger, would not

necessarily be willing to lose their relationships with

theÍr children. They would like1y resent any pressure to do

so. Given that it is lromen who seek the divorce in a

najority of cases, it even becomes logical to assume the

opposite of the original hlpothesis: that low adjustment
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vrourd be positively associated with continued. paternal
contact in the post-divorce fanily

One other possibility exists that there is no

relationship between adjustrnent to divorce from a wife and

Èhe contact that is maintained rvith chirdren. These may be

two distinctively different areas.

Hlpothesis If

À higher score on androglmy or femininity in the
BHtl sex role inventorT will be posit,ively
associated with paternal contact.

The hvpothesis was not supported.

AJ-though no association was found between androgyny or
fenininity and contact the results of the crosstabulations
revear a negative association between rnasculinity and

contact. This finding indicates that men who score higher on

traditional mascurine traits have less contact wíth their
children.

It would seem that the traditionally sex-typed male,

whose traits include rationality, independence,

competitiveness and aggressiveness, is best suited to the

work place the so-calLed rrinstrumentalrr domain. These

traits may handicap men in the parent,ing rolei they do not,
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close
rerationships with their children (parson & Bales, 1955).

rt is arso probable that the mascurine mare, caught up in
the bustre of the all iurportant work-a-day world, wourd have

rittle t,ine for act,ive involvement with his chird.ren. For

these men, the parent-child relationship wourd always take
second place to career concerns.

Hypothesis III

À resarnblance to Gersickr s tcustodia]-i fathers
will be positively associated sith paternat

contact.

The hlpothesis was partíalIy supr¡orted.

Although no significant association !'¡as found. between

an overall rrfitrr with Gersickrs custodial fathers (H = s.85,
P = .054), the relationship r¡ras in the expected d.irection.
Three characteristics were found to correrate separately
with contact one negatively and two positivery. Firstly,
age was found to be negatively associated with contact.
lVhereas a characteristic of Gersickts custodial fathers vras

older dgèt older age sras not a factor in the continued.

contact of non or joint-custody fathers with their children.
why this should be t,rue is, ironically, for the same reason

it, is true that older age is a characteristic of custod.ial_
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fathers: the relative age of the children. O1der age is a

characteristic of Gersickrs cust,odial fathers for the simpre

reason that, order fathers have older children. Fathers are

more likely to be grant,ed custody of older chirdren than of
younger ones. older chÍldren are more likely to be allowed

a say in who they wish to live with after a divorce. The

custodial father would obviously tend Èo be old.er due to
these factors.

On the other hand, the older non-custodial father, with
order chíldren, would tend to have less regular contact with
them. rnteraction with peers on the weekends rather than

with the non-custodial parent wourd tend to be a priority
with adorescents especially children older than ro years

who are less dependent upon adul-ts for nurturing.
The two characteristics the present sample shared with

Gersickrs custodÍal fathers were higher education and an

active involvement with their children when they were

infants. Again, one can speculate that the reasons that
higher education is a characteristic of custod.ial fathers
are the same reasons that it is arso a characteristic of
non-custodial fathers who maintain contact. One such

rrreasonrr is sÍnpIy that a higher education wiLl usually mean

a better, higher-paying job. Such men will have more

rnonetary resources to actively fight for custody of their
children. Financially secure fathers, all other things
being equalr Dêy also be perceived by the courts as best
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able to neet the needs of their children.
The educated man woul-d arso tend to be more avrare of

his rights as a parent, and less Iikely to be intimid.ated. by

the legal system. He would also be ress rikery to buy into
Èhe prevailing cultural notion that children should be with
their mothers. All of this applies to the highly ed.ucated

non-custodial father who maint,ains contacÈ with his
children.

The highly educated father would be líkery to be better
able to separate his naritar and parental rerationships:
divorcing his wife does not mean divorcing his chird.ren. He

knows that a continuing rerationship with his children is
his right, just as monetary support is a continuing
obligation. He may also be aware that it is best for the

children if he does remain a part of their rives. rt could

be argued that a better education makes for greater

flexibility as a hunan being, and that such a man would be

better abre to compronise and negotiate with his ex-spouse

concerning the shared parenting of their children.
That the high contact fathers were actively involved.

with their children when they were infants is not

surprising. An active invorvement with the chird when s/he

was an infant would mean thaÈ a father-child bond $ras

established and that a relat,ionship rrras in place. The

ending or curtailmenÈ of such a relationship would be

difficult for both father and child. It is also possible
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that most mothers r¡ouId be supportive of the continuation of
an active faÈher-chi1d relationship. It is probable, on the

other hand, that a wonan who had perceived her ex-spouse as

having very little to do with the children within the intact
marriagie would be resentful of and resistant to his attempt

to be actively involved in the post-divorce stage.

The minimal support for Hlpothesis III may sirnply 1ie

in the fact that the group of fathers in the present sample

are NOT custodial fathers. They should not fit if they

did they would be custodial fathers!

For the purposes of this study, the what of the dÍvorce

process that affects contact, concentrated on the nutuality
of the divorce decision and initíator status. Hypotheses IV

and V (a and b) vrere designed to examine the relationship
between initiator status and level of contact and, as such,

will be discussed together.

Hlpothesis IV

.e, mutual decision to divorce will be positively
associated with paternal contact.

Hvpothesís IV was not testable.

Hypothesis V(a)
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Men who nere first to witÏrdraw psychologically

from the marriage yi1J. have a higher rate of
contact wítlr their ch.ildren in the post-divorce
period than wilJ. men whose ex-spouse was the first
to withdraw psychologically.

Hlpothesis V(a) was not testable.

Hypothesis V(b)

lfen sho were the first to suggest the divorce wíII
have a higher rate of contact with tbeir children
in the post-divorce period than wilt men wtrose ex-

spouse sas the first to suggest, the divorce.
Hlpothesis V(bI was not testable.

contrary to past research findings, ro rerationship was

found in the present study between contact and mutuaríty of
Èhe divorce decision. rt is possibre that there is no such

thing as a truly mutuar divorce even though the spouses

agree Èo divorce, it is usually a decision in the nind of
one spouse before it is a decision in the mind of the other.
Thus, serf-reported nutuality has little meaning and would

be unlikely to have an affect on whether the father
continues contact v¡ith his child,ren.

After inspecting the data related to Hlpotheses V (a

and b), it nay be possible to conclude that the identity of
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the initiator, in any of its definitions, does not impact

upon Èhe fatherrs continuing relationship with his children.
rt rnay be observed that in 13 cases the respondents reported
thaf they had been the f irst partner to withd.raw

psychologically from the marriage. In 13 cases the
respondents also reported that they had been the first
partner to suggest the divorce. However, in onry 6 of these

13 cases did the respondents report that they had been the
first to withdraw psychologically and the first to suggest

the divorce (See Tab1e 23).

TÀBLE 23

BRE,LKDOIÙil OF COI.ÍBINATTONS OF WHO WAS
FIR.ST TO VTITHDRÀI{ PSYCHOI¡GICAI,LY A}ID WHO WAS

FIRST TO SI'GGEST TIIE D:rVORCE

Ex-spouse did both L7

Respondent did both 6

Respondent v¡ithdrew
ex-spouse I¡IaS first

first psychologically,
to suggest the divorce

Ex-spouse withdrew first psychologically,
respondent was first to suggest, the divorce

Mutual psychological
v¡as first to suggest

withdrawal, Ex-spouse
the divorce 4

Mutua1 psychological withdrawal and mutual
suggestion to divorce

Mutual psychological
as to who first rnade

withdrawal. No response
the suggestion to divorce
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In L7 cases the men reported that the women were the

ttinitiatorsrr of the divorce, both in terms of being first to

withdraw psychologically and in terms of being first to

suggest the divorce. In only 6 cases did the respondents

report that they had been first, to withdraw psychologically

and that they had been first to suggest the divorce. In 7

cases in the present study where the man vtas first to

withdraw psychologically it vras Èhe rvoman who f inaIIy

suggested the divorce. The reasons that r¡tomen more often

suggest the divorce may be quíte complex. It is possible

that men perceive dÍvorce to be replete with losses for them

Ioss of the home, the children, the care and companionship

of the spouse, even if the relationship leaves a lot to be

desired. The male who fits the traditionally masculine sex

role finds his sources of personal satisfaction apart from

the home and the fanily anylray. This being so, his

motivation for leaving would be weakt ít simply doesnrt

matter to hirn what itrs like at home. A man night even

hesitate t,o end an unsatisfying marriage for fear of the

financial repercussions and of the knowledge that the courts

favour women when it co¡nes to child custody.

The woman has losses of her own to consider in ending a

bad marríage but, usua1ly, loss of the children is not one

of then. once her narriage becomes unbearable, faced with

the lack of emotional rrpresencerr of her partner, a woman is

likely to suggest divorce. Even less tradit,ional women,
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women who have become involved in careers and in ilmaking it'
in the instrumental domain, are more rikery to be attuned to
the ernotional underpinnings of their marriages than are

their mare partners. rt is a popular idea that women are

the rrchoosersrr when it comes to entering into a

relationship. rt is possible that vromen are arso, in a

najority of cases, Èhe choosers when it comes to ending it,.
Furthermore, the vroman is unlikely to Lose the home or
custody of the children, financial support is rikely to be

províded for the children and perhaps for mainÈenance of
herself.

Questions about the identity of the initiator
concerning who is the first to withdraw psychologicalry are

perhaps the most difficutt to anshrer honestry. rn two cases

known to the researcher personally the wife, reacting to her

husbandrs isolating behavior, which often became emotionarly

abusive, suggested and filed for divorce. Both men reacted

with hurt and bewilderment. Both contended that their wives

had been first to withdraw psychorogically. Both wives had

felt rrleftrr years before.

Hypothesis VI

Tbe prese¡rce of at least one rnale child in the

fa:nily will be positively associated with paternal

contact.
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The h]¡pothesis was not testable.

The sixth hypothesis is more concerned with the
structure of the fanily than with rrwhorr or ilwhatr. This

hlpothesis is based on the strength of personal observations

of divorced fa¡ailies by the researcher and the findingr âs

reported in the literature review, that women with sons are

less likeIy to seek divorce (Spanier & Glick, 1981).

Only seven fathers in the present sample had girl- only

fanilies. Ehese fathers were not found to be ress involved
with their daughters after divorce than !¡ere fathers with
sons onry or sons and daughters. The fact that the
hypothesis vras not supported nay be due to the smarl number

of girl-only fanilies in this study or to the non-

representativeness of the sample. sex of the child may not,

be significant at high sEs levers. rt nay also be the case

that fathers in the 1980's get just as much satisfaction out
of a continuing relationship with daughters as they do with
sons. Joint custody may be another factor in that such

fathers shourd have a more naturar day-to-day relationship
with Èheir children. A non-custodiar father with visiting
rights onry could easiry fatl into the trap of becoming a

rrsanta clausrr father, one who is so unsure of his status
with his children that he attenpts to buy their love with
things. such a faÈher wourd possibry have greater difficulty
in deciding on activities that would be entertaining to
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entertaining to himself and to his daughter(s).

The joint custody father has a greater opportunity for
a nutualry satisfying rerat,ionship with his chird.ren, of
either sex. The satisfaction he derives from this
relationship has more Èo do with the mutual love and

connectedness between parent and child than v¡ith activities
they can enjoy t,ogether.

Discussion Of Results Of Itte F.utther Analvses

Further analyses vrere done to determine whether the
data obtained in investigating the sÍx hypotheses could be

used to draw any further conclusions about factors which

inf luence pat,ernar cont,act. The three f ind,ings that vrere

examined were:

a) The association of the fatherrs present

relationship with his ex-spouse and his continuing

b)

c)

contacti

The association of the fatherrs score on the

Fisher subtest which deals with angry feelings
(FOA) with his continuing contact; and,

The different levels of contact between joint,
custody and non-custody fathers.

these three will be discussed separately.Each of
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Present Relationship With Ex-Spouse

The use of Crosstabulations revealed that, the

percentages of ttfriendlytt and rrnot friendlyrt fathers v¡ere

similar in the high contact group. There !ìrere, hohrever,

significant differences in the percentages in the low

contact groups (L2.5* friendly and 87.58 unfriendly in each

group). Unfortunately, the data obtained during the present

study did not reveal the source of the conflict. We do not

know which came first, - the conflict or the lack of contact.

Are these fathers angry because their ex-spouses are denying

them access to their children or is the conflict at the

basís of the lack of contact? In other words, does the

conflict cause Iow contact or does low contact cause

conflict? Five men expressed their anger and frustration ín

letters to the researcher, which they included when they

returned their completed quesÈionnaires. Two of these men

r¡¡ere frustrated and angry because of what they perceived as

an unfair bias in favour of wonen by the legal system. One

wrote:
trMy intense hatred towards
fact that she has ny sons
regard to their visitation
were equal, she would never

my ex-r¡ife is in the
and toys wiÈh me in

rights. If all things
have gotten custody.rl

The other father expressed much the same feeling:
rr. . . I resent deeply the bias in favour of l¡romen
by the courts for custody of the children where,
in cases like mine, it can be shown that men have
been good providers. I wanted an arrangement
where the children would live with me one year and
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the next with her. But I was told that wouldnrt
be acceptable to the courts. Thatrs justice?rt

one father, sent the research instruments by the
FATHERS organization, cal1ed the researcher from jail
where he had been sent for six weeks for assaurting his
former father-in-1aw. The assaurÈ had occurred d.uring a

dispute over visitation. He expressed his feelings
concerning the unfairness of his not seeing his children
even though he was maintaining his financial responsibility:
rrr make ny support, palnnents regularry and rrm not an abusive

father, v¡hy canrt I see ny kids?t In his perception it is
the courts, especially lawyers, who are winning and.

winning big: rf so far I rve spent 96, OOO and ny

father-in-1aw, who is paying ny wifers expenses, has spent

i2L,000. A man who gets custody of his kid.s can expect to
payr on averaçte, $40r000 in court costsr.

FOÀ - The Físher Subtest On Ancter

closely connected to the analysis of the respondentrs

feelings toward his ex-spouse is his score on FoA - feelings
of anger. The FOA subtest basically establishes whether the
respondent has a friendly relationship with the ex-spouse,

free from anger, blame and hurt. rt was discovered. that a

low score on FoA, which indicates that feerings of ang'er

still exist toward the ex-spouse, was weakry associated with
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lov¡ paternal contact, the expected direction. The ang'er

expressed by these men seems to be based on factors dealt
with in the 1egal settlements to do wiÈh property, child
support and custody. The conflict between the ex-spouses

vras exacerbated by the legaI process, by resentment about

court costs, the size of the support palmrents and the uses

to which the father perceived that the support was put (see

Table 24).

TABLE 24

QUOTES CONCERNING TrrE QTTESTION OF
FINÀI{CIjAL RESPONSIBILTTY

Q: How do you perceíve this financial responsibirity (i.e.
support palments) ?

As a duty rrbut the money should be spent on thechild not on holidays for the v¡iferl
rrI think they use it to pay the mortg:agerr.

rrAs a legal directed duty. This section of the
law becane the section of greatest alienation for
mgll .

ttUnjustly used and excessive in regards to the
child I s needsrr.

ItI feel the costs should be shared equally and. f
should have an equal say in how the money is
spentrr.

rrUnfair. My former wife almost makes as much as I
do. She wants my child, gets her, she should pay
any expenses. f should have fuII control over
monies I want to give my daughter. This way my
ex-spouse controls the expenditures on the chi1d.
f have absolutely no say. My former wife is very
capable of handling any expenses on her o!,rnr.
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It would seem, based, on the results of this study, that
a fatherrs residuar feelings of anger, brame and hurt may be

associated with a lower Ievel of father-child contact Ín the
post-dÍvorce farnily. As was the case in the last item

studied (present relationship with ex-spouse), it $¡as not
possibre to determine r¡hich came first the anger or the

lack of contact. The question remains: are these men angry

because they are being denied access to their children or is
their anger toward the ex-spouse preventing thern from seeing

their children regularry? rt uray also be possibre that some

of the men are being denied access because of continuíng
hostilities v¡ith the ex-spouse, who uses access as a vJeapon.

Custodv - Joint or Non?

rt was foundr ês wourd be expected from its very nature
and definition, that fathers with joint custody had a higher
level of contact. Joint custody, depending on whether it is
legal or physical, allows for greater involvement by the
father than do most non-custody arrangements. Àlthough

legal joint custody may be very simirar to sole custody in
t,erms of both physical and financial arrangements, physical
joint custody usually means a 5o-50 ti¡ne split between

parents (Ross & Matas, 1987). This study thus adds to the
evídence from past studies that fathers who have a joint
custody arrangiement will maintain regular cont,act with their
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children (Àhrons , LgTg; .Ahrons, 1983 ; Bowman & Ahrons,

1985). As was discussed in the literature review, a major

benefit of the joint custody arrangement v¡as found. to be a

reduction of conflíct in the post-divorce farnily (rlfe1d et
ê1., 1982). Given the legal right to continue his
rerationship with his children the father is unlikely to
engage in conflict with his ex-spouse which is due to
visitation.

Implications Of The Findincrs

Residuar feelings of anger and a continuing conflicted
relationship with the ex-spouse work against, a fatherts
maintaining a relationship with his children. rt is assumed

in this studyr êrs has been shown in research on the
well-being of children of divorce, that a continuing
relationship with both parents Ís desirabre (Mitchelr, 1985;

wallerstein & Ke11y, 1980). rt is true that in some cases

it is not, most particularly in cases where abuse has

occurred. rt is also true that children should never be

coerced or forced into continuing a relationship they do not
want - or forced into spending more time than they want with
the non-cusÈodial father (Seagu1l & Seagu1l, Ig77).
However, assuming first of all that, the father-child
relationship is a healthy, posit,ive one, the following
inplications for professionals can be made from the
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findings, especíalIy the findings of the rtfurther analysesrr:

The ability of divorced parents to coparent is often
negati.vely affected by the legal issues involved. ín the
divorce. Lawyers often prevent communication and a friend.ly
relationship, advising their clients not to discuss certain
things wiÈh the ex-spouse. The implication here is that a

less adversarial system, one which alLows both partners to
rrwinrr, Ís a hearthíer one for divorcing parents. Mediation
may be the anslrer in that it encourages and perrnits a more

co-operat,ive relationship between the ex-spouses. rt also
allows the partners to come to an agreement about sharing
parenting that both can rrovlnrr. There is the added

irnplication that lawyers should not be involved in
mediation. The appropriate professionar is more rikely one

who is avrare of child development and is trained in family
and counselling issues.

From the finding that joint custody (whether Iega1 or
physical) is associated wiÈh greater involvement beÈween the
father and his children comes the inplication that, joint
cust,ody should be encouraged as an option for those who want

it and are able to make it work (Bowman & Ahrons, lggs,. Ross

& Matas, 1987) . MedÍati-on, with iÈs focus on the best
interest,s of the child, shourd especially encourage the
joint custody option. MediaÈion should always be open to
those coupres who find themselves unable, for whatever

reason, to live with the custody arrangement they had. agreed
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upon. The stringent and expensive system which

presenÈIy exists serves only to exacerbate already
conflicted situations and prevent or prolong the
stabilization of new roles and relationships.

Summariy

This study was designed to learn more about who is the
man who maintains contact with his children in the
post-divorce period and what iÈ is about the process of
divorce that facilit,ates his doing so. other factors r¡rere

arso examined: whether the presence of at least one son in
the fanily resulted in the father maintaining more regular
contacti the effect on contact of the continuing ang'er and

conflict between the coparents and, finally, whether type of
custody makes a difference to amount of contact. More

specifically, it was Çhe purpose of this study, in
identifying who and what, to herp interesÈed specialists
facilitate a more co-operative relationship between the
coparents. A co-operative coparental rerationship is one

which is best for all members of the d.ivorced. famiry, one

which is especiarry important for the continuing werl-being
of the children.

The data !¡ere collected by the use of these three
instruments:

1) Demographic Infornation euest,ionnaire,
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2) Físherrs Divorce Adjustnent Scale, and.,

3) Bemts Sex Role Inventory.

The research instruments r¡ere aùninistered by mail to
100 men, most of whom resided in the city of !{innipeg.
Forty-three out of the fifty-seven who returned the
guestionnaires met the criteria set for the study. These 43

divorced men constítuted the sample used.

The first three hlpotheses were designed to ansvrer the
guestion rr\¡¡horr is the father who maintains contact with his
children in the post-divorce stage? The fourth and fifth
hypotheses Llere designed to answer the question rr$Jhatn is it
about the process of divorce that facilitates cont,inuing

contacÈ? The síxth hlpoÈhesis concerned the structure of
the fanily of procreation. Fathers who maintained. a high
leveI of contact, were predicted to have the folIowíng
characteristics: be better adjustedi have a higher score on

fenininity or androgyny on the BsRr and share the
characteristics of Gersickrs custodial fathers. These

characteristics are: came from a traditionar farnily, have

had a close relationship with the motheri have had. a

reserved relatíonship with the father; have had sibrings of
both sexesi were the niddle or last-born child; had been

involved in child-care when their children r¡rere youngeri

$¡ere more consetîvativei v¡ere likely to feel like the wronged.

party, bet,rayed by the wifei ï¡ere older and better educated,.
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The 1evel of paternal contact was predicted to be

related to the mutualÍty of the divorce decision and. to the
identity of the initiator. several further questions that
weren I È covered in the rnaj or hlpotheses vrere examined in an

effort to shed light on the two main questions.

Analyses of the data consisted of computations of the
Kruskal-I{a11is one-way anarysis of variance test and

crosst,abulations.

As a resurt of the t,esting of the formal hypotheses the

following conclusions Trrere reached:

r) Hvtr¡othesis I was not supported. No association
v¡as found to exist between adjustment and contact.
Hlpothesis II was not supported. No association
was found between scores for fernininity and.

androgyny and contact,. However, a negative

association was found between rnasculinity and

contact.

Hvpothesis III v¡as partially sur¡ported.. A weak

but non-significant association eras found between

resemblance to Gersickrs custodial fathers and

contact; the relationship vras in the expected

direction. All ten measures were examined

separately; three analytical measures r{ere found

to have a significant relationship with contact.

Education lras found to be positively associated

with contact as lras involvement with the child

2)

3)
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r^rhen s/he $ras an infant. O1der age !¡as negatively
associated with contact.

Hlncothesis IV was not testable as not enough cells
contained expected frecruencies greater than 5.

Hvpothesis V(a) was not testable as not enoucrh

cells contained expected frequencies crreater than

5.

Hvpothesis V(bl was not testable as not enoucrh

cells contained exr¡ected frecfuencies greater than

5.

Hlpothesis VI was not testable as not enoucrh cel1s

contained expected frecnrencies <¡reater than 5.

It was not possible to test whether having at least one

boy was a factor in whether the father maintained cont,act.

In the present sample, fathers with girls only r¡rere

apparently just as likery to be actively involved wiÈh them

after divorce as they srere with boys. The small size of the

sample of girl-onry fa¡niries (7) leaves the resurts of this
hypothesis in question. ft may be that a larger sample

would reveal a relationship Ín the expected direction.
Addit,ional conclusions include:

1) Negative feelings toward the ex-spouse r¡rere

associated with low levels of contact with the

children. The more conflicted the relationship,
the less likely the father was to maintain regular

4)

5)

6)

7)
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contact. ft vras impossible from the present data

to ascertain whether the father had negative
feelings because his ex-spouse r,¡as hÍndering his
continuing relationship with his children or if he

didntt see his children because of his negatíve
feelings. This fact has inplications for further
studies.

There tras a weak negative association between FOA

(a subset of Fisherrs divorce adjustment scale)

and contact. Men who show a lower score on FOA,

indicating more ang'er, are less likely to have

regular contact with their children.
Fina1ly, it was suggested that, joint custody

fathers had a higher level of cont,act, with their
children than non-custody fathers.

Conclusions

This research study vras not very successful in
ident,ifying who is the man who maintains contact with his
children after divorce. rt did however, identify to some

degree v¡ho he is not: he is not mascurine according to the
Bem sex Rore rnventoryi he is not necessarily well adjusted
to the divorce, and he does not cornpletery resembre

Gersickrs custodiar fathers on any of the ten
characteristics, excepting education and involvement in

2)

3)
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child care vrhen the child was an infant. rt also appears

that, men who are angry, men who have a confricted.
rerationship with their ex- spouse, do not naintain regular
contact nrith their children. It also seems that joint
custody fathers see their chirdren more than non-custod.y

fathers. These last observations indicate that the source

of greatest, problems in the process of divorce may reside in
an area not studied in the present research the Iegal
divorce. There are a number of things in our society that
prevent men from becoming equal partners in parenting in the
intact farnily, an inbalance which rnay either be worsened or
corrected to some degree by a di.vorce.

Many men want to change the unequal opportunity to
parent, many do not. Traditionally, men have been ilfreed.rl

from child care freed to go out and pursue their careers,
knowing that their wives r^rere caring for the child.ren. This
rrfreedomrr vras a fringe benefit Èo being maLe. These same

men nor¿r feel as though they are fighting an uphirr batÈre in
the courts. Although women may feel there is a certain
justice in this, they must, never forget that it is their
chÍldren who are suffering the nost because of it,. There

are other things preventing men from being equal parents.

The lack of role nodels for parenting, especially parenting
after divorce, is one of them.

This researcher agrees with Championrs (1986, p. IS4)

concrusion that rr.... the quarity of the child.rs
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relationship with the non-custod.iar father is as important
to the chirdts adjustment as the quality of the child.'s
rerationship r.¡ith the custodial motherr. The irnbarance in
parenting in the intact, faniry may be partiarly corrected.

aft,er divorce if the father stays in contact and. becomes

involved actively in establishing a relationshíp with his
children.

we can assume that divorce is a fact of modern day rife
it is not going to go a$¡ay. so it wourd. seem to be in the

best interests of all, of divorced farnilies and. of society
in general, to irnplement sociar programs that will ease the
role transitions that are necessary following divorce.
since an increasing number of parents are choosing joint
custody and a more egual partnership in parenting, it is
essential that they be able to negotiate and achieve

satisfactory adjustnent: adjustnent in their nehr roles and.

relationships, adjustment for arl members of the farnily.

Suggestions For Further Research

The results of the present study suggest the need for
the research to be repeated with a 1arger, more

representative sanple. À more representative sample would.

help Èo determine whether the rinitations of the present

study are due to the sample size, sample homogeneity, the
validity of the measures used or other fact,ors.
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The present study, in that it focused on a male-on1y

sample, is as linited as female-only studies. There remains

a need to study divorced men and women in a síngle
investigation. one of the research needs is to clarífy the

reasons for the anger that men expressed. rs menrs anger at
their ex-spouses causing them to reject their other famíIy
ties after divorce, oE are they angry because they are being

denied access to their children by their ex-spouses? rf the
latter is the case, what are the ex-spouses reasons for
denying access?

Further research, particularly longitudinar research,

is needed on children who have experienced a parental
divorce. Longitudinal research would perrnit a g'reater

understanding of the rong-term effects: does the trauma

conÈinue and what factors hinder or help in ad.justment to
the event? The rongitudinal research thaÈ has been done

(wallerstein & Kelly, 1980) suggest,s thaÈ the negative

effects of divorce continue for many years for both adutts
and chíldren. rt is possible to assume from the findings of
previous researchers (Rutter, 1979; Wallerstein & KeIIy,
I975/L98Oì Hetherington et â1., I976) that the negative

effects of divorce can be alleviated by a continuing,
healthy relationship with both parents. The children of
dj.vorce night perceive that Èhere are benefits to be had.

from the divorce in ter:ns of more involved parenting from

the father. The divorce may even be found to correct some
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of the rore imbarances of intact families and arlow for a

deeper, more nurturant relationship between father and

child.

The results of the present study suggest that the lega1

process of the divorce is a problematic area. This

indicates that there is a need for research on famiries who

have used nediation in an effort to re-establish a

co-operative coparental relationship. rt is obvious that
the legacy of litigation and lawyer-protracted disputes over

property and child custody is one of bitterness and anger,

which may negatively impact upon the fanily for many years.

Research on the effects of mediation could help to ansl¡rer

the so far unanswered questions about the benefits of
nediaÈion as an option for divorcing couples.
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A measure of contact was devised using question 1I from
the demographic info:nration questionnaire.

Level of
Item Contact

11. a) I see my child(ren) daily
High

b) I see my child(ren) weekly

c) I see my child(ren) more than
once a month Medi-un

d) I see my child(ren once a month

e) I see my child(ren) several
times a year

f) I see my child(ren) once a year Low
g) I see my chíld(ren) less than

once a year
h) I never see my chíld(ren).
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ÀPPENDIX B

DEUOGRÀPHIC INFORMATION
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Description of Sample

Factors Freguency Percentage

Present Age

21 30
31 40
41 50
51 60

0
53
42

5

0
23
18

2

43 100

Age When Married

16 20
2t 25
26 30
3t 35

9
65
24

2

4
28
10

1

43 100

Length Of

15
610

11 15
16 20
21 25

Time Married

years
years
years
years
years

9
37
35
I2

7

4
16
15

5
3

43 100

Length Of Time Separated Before Divorce

nonths I
months 1
years 39
years 2

2
2

91
5

05
611
I5
610

43 100
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Factors Frequency Percentage

Length Of Tine Divorced

1 5 months
6 - It months
1 5 years
6 10 years
Separated only

7
5

t7
I
6

43

16
I2
39
19
I4

I00

Education

Less than High School
High School
Some University
A University degree
Graduate Work
A Graduate degree

T4
19
16
T2

9
30

100

6
I
7
5
4

13
43

Occupation

Àrtist, writer, designer, crafts
person

Farmer, agricultural worker
Self-employed
Manager, administrator, businessman
Professional with advanced degree(e.9. doctor, lawyer)
Teacher, counsellor, social

worker, nurse
Technician, skilled worker
Student
Semi-skilled or unskilled worker
Whit,e coIlar (sa1es, cIerical,

secretary)
Computer supervisor
Retired
Data processing consultant
Unenployed
Businessman (tenporarily a

student)
Artist/t,echnj.cian

2
0
5
4

5
0

T2
9

28

L4
9
0
2

7
2
0
2
5

2
2

99

6
4
0
I

3
1
0
L
2

I
I

43
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Variable Frequency Percentage

Income Leve1

Less than 5r000
5,000 g ,g9g

10,000 L4 ,999
15r 000 Lg,ggg
20, 000 24 ,999
30r 000 39,ggg
40,000 49 ,9gg
50 r 000+

2
2
2
5
5

26
16
42

I
I
I
2
2

11
7

18

43 100

Incorne Since Separation/Divorce

Increased
Decreased
St,ayed the same

19
11
13

44
26
30

43 100

Present Marital Status Ànd Livíng A,rrangements

Remarried, once
Divorced, living with someone
Divorced, 1Íving alone
Separat,ed, living alone

(in divorce proceedings)
Separated, living with someone

(in divorce proceedings)
Divorced, live alone part time,

with parents part tine
Divorced, living with I son
Divorced, living with some of

children

l_0
7

16

1
2

23 .5
16. s
37

I2

2

2
5

43 100
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.âPPENDIX C

BACKGROI'IID TNFORMATION

ÀCCORDING TO CTTARÀCTERTSTTCS OF

GERSICKIS CI'STODIÄI FÀTTIERS
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Frequency Percentage

l) Traditional Family 0f 0rigln
Father worked, mother stayed

a t home

Both paren ts wor ked

Fanm fami I y

Father died

Divorced mother

30

b

4

ô¿

I

70

L4

9

(

a
L

¿) Relationship l.Jlth Mother
C lose

Reserved

D i st an t

" Lov i ng, but she qras an a lcoho I ic,
very dif f icult"

20

IB

õ

47

.la

7

5

3) Relationship
C lose

Reserved

Distant

"Neven close,
authority -

" He abandoned

l{ith Father

respected as
Father f igure"

when I was 6"

11

25

3

26

5B

1

5

-L

a
L

1

l{h I ch Parent l{ere You Closest To?
Father

Mother

Both

Nelther

"0nly had rnother,'

b

2T

11

4

t

L4

49

26

9

.,
L
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Frequency Percentage

1. I.lere Llkely To Have Slblings 0f
Brothers only

Sistens only

Sibllngs of both sexes

0n ly Ch i ld

Bo th Sex es
6

I1

20

b

L4

26

47

14

5. l{ere Likely To Be Middle 0n
0ldest child

Youngest child

Middle chi ld

0n I y ch i ld

Last-Born Ch i ldren
13

9

15

6

30

21

35

I4

7. Fee I I ngs Abou t The Separat
Guilty
Relleved
Hunt, betrayed
Hunt, sàd, for the best
Furious, betrayed by the ìegal

system, hurt & betrayed by wife
I nre I evant , had I ong been sep.

by t i me di vorced
Rel i eved, Fegret because of

ch i ldren
Marriage a mistake, no feelings
Angry, gui lty, relieved
Guilty, hurt, betrayed

Ion/ D i vorce

Gu i
Gu i

felt no option but to go
Relieved, hurt & betrayed
Gui lty, relieved
Sad but right
Like a f ai lure

ty, relieved, hurt & betrayed
ty at leaving the children,

5
13
13

1

I

I

I
I
I
1

I

tt

T

I
1

I

T2
30
30

?

a
L

a
¿.

a
L
a
L
a
L

?

a
L

¿

¿

¿
¿
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9. Leve I s 0f Fam i I i sm By Raw Scores And percen tages

Level Raw Scores Frequency Percen tage

Low

Low - medium

Medium - high

High

0 - 16

17-32

33-48

49 - 64

I
29

5

0

L9

69

12

0

Characteristic 6 is not reported.
Characterist ics B and 10 are reported in Appendix B.
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APPENDIX D

FTSITERI S D:rVORCE ADTUSTI,ÍENT

SCåT,E PROFII,E
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ÀPPENDIX E

T,ETTER TO POTENTTAI, SUB.IECTS



Dear- Ml-,

The r-ll vorq-:e r'.itr I rr Canacl.t
the leglsiatlon In 1968 which al
catre of al I of their own dlvorce
divorces the custodiai parent is

Date:
t36

esc.1l atecl r.rpidl y fol I owi ng
lowed the ptrovinces to take
proceedi ngs. I n 9A".i of
the mother.

Despite thls fact, the fathen remains an important par.t
of the child's world, even though he may not be a part of
his,/her everyday life. Some fathers maintain regular, on-going contact with their chi ld(ren) after the finaì divorce,
some do not.

Little research has been done to clarify the reasons why
there is such a vast difference in fathering behavior and
chi ld - father contact after divorce.

This study is an attempt to ciarify the fathering
experience in the divorced family and identify factors that
fac i I i tate cont i nued contact .

Your help with the project would be very much
appreciated. If you would be wi I I ing to talk to me aboutpossibìy taking part in my study, I would be most grateful.
I can meet with you and leave the questionnaires for you to
fi I ì out at your convenience. A stamped, addressed enveìope
will be provided for you to return the questionnaires to me.
This will ensure anonymity as no identifying marks wiìl be
added to the questionnaires (names, numbers) and I ask that
you do not put your name on the questionnaires either.

I wi I i be making a fol low-up phone cal I to al Iparticipants two weeks after you have received thequestionnaires. At that time I wil I also offer you equal
time to discuss any of your concetrns. Please
cali 269-7605 or 474-A344 for further information.

Slncerely,

Li ly C. Gi i lespie
Masters Student,
University of Manitoba.
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APPENDIX F

DMÍOGRÄPHTC INFORMATION QI'ESTIONNÀRIE
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1. What is your age? year5.

2. How oid were you when you marnied,/began iiving with, the
mother of your ch i I d(ren )?

years old.
3. How ìong were you married?

years mon ths .

4. How long t"rere you separated before you were divorced?

years mon ths.

5, How long have you been legal ly divorced?

years months.

6. How many children do you and your ex-spouse have?

boys Age(s)

girls Age(s)

7. What is your marital status? Please choose the one
category that best descnibes your curtrent status.
a) remarried, once.

b) remarried, more than once.

c ) di vorced, I i v i ng wi th someone .

d) divorced, I iving alone.

e) other (please specify).

8. What is your custody arrangement?

a) non-custody.

b) joint custody.

c ) other.

9. Did you ever think of trying to get custody of your
chi ld(ren)?

yes no
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liJ. Are you satl=f le¡l r+tth the Fr-'jEÈrrt ¡:i-r=t¡rli¡.i

,f.l-I-,ifrËt:men t ?

Vr1F Fl c1

LL. How much time do you spend wlth your chi ld(ren)? please
choose the category that best describes your time
arrangement.

a) I see my child(ren) daily.
b) I see my child(ren) weekly.

c) I see my chi ld(ren) more than once a month.

d) I see my child(ren) once a month.

e) I see my chi ld(ren) several times a year.

f> I see my child(ren) once a year.

g) I see my child(ren) less than once a yeatr

h) I never see my child(ren).
i) other, please explain.

L2. rf you do not see your child(ren) do you wish to explain
whv?

13. Please check any of the fol lowing that are relevant to
you ¡

a) I talk to my chi ld(ren) on the phone almost
everyday.

b) My chi ld(ren) spend at least one week of the
summer hol idays with me.

c) I always remember my chi ld(ren),s binthday
and do something f or him,zher.

d) My chi ld(nen) can cal I me any time they r¿ish.

e) I take my child(ren) for dental and./or docton
appoi ntments.

f> I always see my chi ld(ren) during the
Christmas season.
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L4. Indicate all of the folìowing which are true for you in
terms of chi ld-care involvement before the divorce
occurred.

a) I attended prenatal classes with my wife.
b) I was present at the birth(s) of my child(ren).
c) i got up in the night with my chi ld(ren) when

they \^/ere babi es/ lnfants.
I changed di apers dal I y.

I bathed my ch i i d( ren ) when they v/ere
babi es/i nf ants.

I took t ime of.f. work to care f on
when they were sick.

my child(ren)

g) 0ther, please describe.

15. what % of time did you spend doing the foi iowing whenyour ch i I d( ren ) was(were ) an i nfant?

I None I I ess than I approx. I more
t0%t 50% r50%t

f) other I I

rocklng, I I

dnessing, I I

holding, I I

playing withl I

baby, I I

readlng to I I

d)

e)

f)

than
3U /o
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ld. Who lnlrlally qvlthc{r-*r+ p=ychoìoglr,illy fr-om t.he

matrtr I age?

a) me,

b) my ex-wlfe,

c) both.

17. Who first suggested the divorce?

a) me.

b) my ex-wife.

18. The decision to divorce was

a) mine.

b) my ex-vrife's.

c) mutual.

19. Who f i I ed for the I egai di vorce?

a ) me,zwi th consent ,

b) my ex-wl f e./wi th consent.

c ) me/'w i thout consent .

c ) my ex-w I f e,/w i thout consent .

20. \dhich of the folìowing best describes your feelings
about the di vorce?

a) I felt guilty.

b) ï felt relieved.

c) I felt hurt and betrayed by my wife.
d) other, describe.
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2L. lvhich of the f ol lowing statements best describes your

ptresent relationship with youtr ex-spouse?

a) very cìose.

b) f riendl y.

c) friendly but distant.
d) we tolerate each other.

e) unfriendly.

f) very conflicted.
g) other.

22. How many sibiings do you have (otr, did you have when
you wetre growing up)?

a) only chi ìd.

b) number of brothers. older _youngen

_younger
23. i{hich of the fol lowing best describes your f ami ly when

you were gro\{i ng up?

a) father worked, mother stayed at home.

b) both parents worked.

c) other, describe

24. l{hich of. the f ol ì owing statements best describes your
relationship with your father before you left home?

a) a close, watrm relationship,
b) neserved, but suppotrt i ve.

c) a distant, cold relationship,
d) other, describe

c) number oÍ sisters. oìder
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15' Ithi*n =i.i.t'rrlrÈrri i-¡*=t c{e=*r-li:r*= yr¡i.tr r-,:l.itlcn=hlp ç¿it.h

yLruI' rnother- bef or-e yt-rLl l+tt h¡;me?

a) ä. close, warm relationship.
b) reserved, but supportive.

c) a distant, cold relatlonship.
d) other, descr ibe

26. which parent did you f eel closest to when you \rere
growing up?

a) father.

b) mother.

c) both equal I y.

d) ne i ther.

e) othen, describe

27. Which one of the fol lowing best describes your
educat i on?

a) less than hlsn school.

b) high schooi diploma,

c) some universiLy,/col lege.

d) a college,/university degree.

e) some graduate work.

f) a graduate degree.
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28. Which one of the following best describes your

occupat i on?

a) art i st, wr i ter, desi gner, craftsperson.
b) fanmer, agricul tural worker.

c) seif-employed.

d) managetr, adminstrator, businessman.

e) professional with advanced degree (for example
doctor, Iawyer).

f> teacher, counse I otr, soc iaì worker, nurse

g) technician, ski I led worker.

h ) student.

i) semiskilled or unskilled worker.
j) r+hite-col lar (sales, cietrical, secretary).
k) retined.

I ) unemployed.

m) other:

29. ïf you hold a managerial position in a company,
organization, or institution, how would you characterize
the level of this position?

a) not appì icable; I am not in a managenial
position.

b) president or chairman of the board.

c) vice-pnesident or equivalent.

d) upper middle management, division manager.

e) lower middle management, department managrer.

f) lower management, flrst or second level.
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:jfJ' Hr¡t+ ç¡¡r-tld y':rr-J. c:la==ity yr:,r-tt- itr:'tþ; rf y¡rr-{ r=r.r-¡í =rlt-emp I oyed?

a) not app I i cabl e, I am not se I f-emp I oyed.

b ) ovrn a pr I vate bus i ness,

c) free ì ance,

d) ccnsu I tant .

e) contract work

31, What is the annuà.i total income of your household?
( Inc I ude i ncome from al I members and al ì sources. )

a) less than $5,000.

b ) $5,000 to 99 ,999 .

c) 910,000 to $L4,999.

d) $15,000 to $ L9 ,999 .

e ) $20 ,000 to 924 ,999 .

f> $25,000 to $29 ,999 .

g) S30,000 to $39,999

h ) $40 ,000 to $49 ,999 .

i ) $50 ,000 otr more.

32. Has your income level changed since your divorce?

a) i ncreased.

b) decreased.

c) tremained the same

33. Do you pay al imony.zch i ld support?

yes no

34. How do you perceive this f inancial responsibilit.y?
a) as a duty.

b) as a burden.

c) other, describe
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s a list of issues concerning the family in35. Be l ow

( For research
as they atre,

4 a.

b.

C.

0: Strongl y
2; Undecided
4z Strongl y

general, not your own. Please read al I statements vetry
carefully and respond to ail of them on the basis afyour own true be I i efs wi thout consu I t i ng any otherpersons. Do this by reading each statement and then
circling only one of the following numbers: O, L, Z, g,
4. The meaning of each of these figures is:

di sagree

agree

D i sagree
Agree

purposes, you must consider al I statements
without modifying any of them in any way.)

A person should always support his uncìes
or aunts if they are in need.
Chi ldren below 18 should give aìmost al I

their earnings to their parents.
The farnily should consult close relatives(uncles, aunts, first cousins) concerninq
its impontant decisions,
Chi ldren below 18 should almost aìways
obey their oìder brothers and sisters.
A person should always consider the needs
of his family as a whole more important
than his own.
At least one martried child shouid be
expected to I ive in the parentaì home.
A person should aiways be expected to
defend h i s fami I y agai nst outsi ders even
at the expense of his own person safety,
The fami ly should have the right to
control the behavior of each of its
members completeiy.
A penson should always support hisparents-in-law if they are in need.
A person should always avoid every action
of which his family disapproves.
A person shouid always share his home
with his uncles, aunts, otr first cousins
if they atre in need.
A person should always be completely
ioyal to his family.
The members of a family should be
expected to hold the sarne pol itical,
eth
chi
the

cal, and nel igious bel iefs.
dren below 18 should always obey
n parents.

A person should always heip his parents
with the support of his younger brothers
and sisters if necessary,
A person should always share his home
with his parents-in-law if they are in
need.

L:
3:

4

3

3

3

3

â

3

3

3

â

3

3

3

2
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APPENDIX G

FISIIERTS DMRCE ADJUSTMEÌflT SCATE (rDA)
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FISHER DIVORCE ADJUSTMENT SCALE

The fol lowing statements are attitude and bel iefs that
people frequently experience whi le they are ending a love-
relationship. Keeping the love-relationship of your past
matrtriage in mind, read each statement and decide how
frequently the statement appl ies to your present feel ings and
attitudes. Do not leave any statements biank, if the
statement is not appropriate for you in your present
situation, answer the way you feei you might if that
statement were appropriate,

Read each statement and circle only one of the
following numbers: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The meaning of each of
these figures is:

1: almost always 2z usually 3: sometimes
4: seldom 5: almost never

L 2 3 4 5 1. I am comf ortable telling people I am
separated from my i ove-partner.

L 2 3 4 5 2. I am physically and emotionally
exhausted from morning till night.

I 2 3 4 5 3. I am constantly thinking of my former
I ove-par t ner .

t 2 3 4 5 4. I feel rejected by many of the friends I
had when I was in the love-reìationship.

I 2 3 4 5 5. I become upset when I think about my
former I ove-partner,

L 2 3 4 5 6. I like being the person I am.

L 2 3 4 5 7. I feel like crying because I feel so
sad.

t 2 3 4 5 B. I can communicate with my former love-
partner in a caim and rational mànner.

L 2 3 4 5 9. There are many things about my
personal ity I would I ike to change.

L 2 3 4 5 10. it is easy for me to accept my becoming
a single person.

L 2 3 4 5 11. i feel depnessed.

1 2 3 4 5 12. I feel emotional ly separated from my
former I ove-partner.

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE
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1t .1lm¡:¡Êt,il\./.i.y= Ël r-t=r_t,r.l ly,jr 

=ErmÉi.irrr¡==1: seldom 5: almost nevetr

L 2 3 4 5 13. People would not i lke me if they got to
know me.

r 2 3 4 5 t4. I feel comfortable seeing and talking
to my former I ove-partner.

I 2 3 4 5 15. I feel like I am an attractive person.

r 2 3 4 5 16. Ifeelasthoughlaminadaze andthe
wor I d doesn't seem real .

I 2 3 4 5 17. j find myself doing things just to
p I ease my former I ove-partner.

I234518.Ifeellonely.

L 2 3 4 5 L9. There are many things about my body I
would like to change.

I Z 3 4 5 20. I have màny pians and goals for the
fu ture .

I 2 3 4 5 2I. I feel I don,t have much sex appeal.

I 2 3 1 5 22. I am relating and interacting in many
nev/ ways with people since my
separat i on.

I 2 3 4 5 23. Joining a singles, group wouid make me
feel I was a loser I ike them.

L 2 3 4 5 24. It is easy for me to organize my daily
routine of living.

r 2 3 4 5 25. I find myself making excuses to see and
talk to my former love-partner.

I 2 3 4 5 26. Because my love-relationship f ai led, I
must be a f ai lure.

L 2 3 4 5 27. I feel like unloading my feelings of
anger and hurt upon my former I ove-partner.

L 2 3 4 5 2A. i feel comfortable being with people.

L 2 3 4 5 29. Ihavetroubieconcentrating.
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1: almost always Z: usual i y 3: somet imes4: seìdom S: almost never

7 2 3 4 5 30. I think of my former love-partner as
related to me rather than às a
separate petrson.

I 2 3 4 5 31. I feel like an okay petrson,

1 2 3 4 5 32. I hope my former love-partner is
feel ing as much or more emotional pain
than I am.

I 2 3 I 5 33. i have close friends who know and
undenstand me.

t 2 3 4 5 34. I am unable to control my emotions.

t 2 3 4 5 35. I feel capable of bui lding a deep and
meaningful ì ove-rel at ionship.

I 2 3 4 5 36. lhavetroublesleeping,
t 2 3 4 5 37. I easiìy become angry at my former

I ove-partner,
t 2 3 4 5 38. I am afraid to trust people who might

become I ove-partners.
1 2 3 4 5 39. Because my iove-relationship ended, I

feel there must be something ç/rong with
me.

I 2 3 4 5 40. I either have no appetite or eat
continuously which is unusual for me.

t 2 3 4 5 4I. I don,t want to accept the fact that
outr love-relationship is ending.

L 2 3 4 5 42. I force myself to eat even though I,m
not hungry.

L 2 3 4 5 43. I have gi ven up on my formen I ove-partner and I getting back together.
1. 2 3 4 5 44. I feel very frightened Inslde.
I 2 3 4 5 45. It is important that my family,

friends, and associates be on my side
rather than on my former ìove-partner,s
side.
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1 2 3 4 5 46. Ifeeiuncomfortableeventhinklns
about datins.

t 2 3 4 5 47. I feel capable of living the kind of
I ife I would I ike to I ive.

t 2 3 4 5 48. I have noticed my body weight is
changing a great deal.

I 2 3 4 5 49. I believe if \^¡e try, my love-partner
and ï can save outr love-relationship.

L 2 3 4 5 50. My abdomen feeis empty and holìow.
I 2 3 4 5 51. I have feel ings of romantic love for my

former I ove-partner,
L 2 3 4 5 52. I can make the decisions I need to

because I know and trust my feel ings.

I 2 3 4 5 53. I would like to get even with my fonmer
love-partner for hurting me.

t 2 3 4 5 54. I avoid people even though I want ancl
need friends.

I 2 3 4 5 55. Ihavereaìlymadeamessof myìife.
1" 2 3 4 5 56. I sigh a iot.
L 2 3 4 5 57. I bel ieve it is best for al I concerned

to have our love-relationship end.

I 2 3 4 5 58. I perform my dai ly activities in a
mechan i ca I and unfee I i ng manner .

t 2 3 4 5 59. I become upset when I think about my
love-partner having a ìove-relationship
wi th someone e I se .

L 2 3 4 5 60. I feel capable of facing and deal ing
wi th my prob I ems.

r 2 3 4 5 6L. I bl ame my former I ove-partner for the
fai lure of our iove-relationship.

L 2 3 4 5 62. I am af raid of becoming sexuaì ly
i nvol ved wi th another person .
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Lt almost always 2t usual ly O: sometimes
4: seldom 5: almost nevetr

L 2 3 4 5 63. Ifeeladequateasamalelove-
par tner

I 2 3 4 5 64. it wili only be a matter of time until
my I ove-partner and I get back
together.

L 2 3 4 5 65. I feel detached and removed from
activities anound me à.s though I were
watching them on a movie screen.

t 2 3 4 5 66. I would like to continue having a
sexual re i at i onsh ip wi th my former
I ove-partner.

L 2 3 4 5 67. Life is somehow pàssing me by.

| 2 3 4 5 68. I feel comfortabie going by myself to a
publ ic place such as a movie.

I 2 3 4 5 69. It is good to feeì al ive again after
having felt numb and emotionalìy dead.

I 2 3 4 5 70. I feel I knowandunderstandmyself.
I 2 3 4 5 71. I feel emotionally conìmitted to my

former i ove-partner.

L 2 3 4 5 72. I want to be with people but i feel
emotionai ly distant from them.

t 2 3 4 5 73. I am the type of person I would like to
have for a friend.

I 2 3 4 5 74. I am afraid of becoming emotional ly
ciose to another love-partner.

I 2 3 4 5 75. Even on the days when I am feei ing
good, ï may suddenly become sad and
start crying.

1" 2 3 4 5 76. I can't believe outr love-relationship
is ending.

L 2 3 4 5 77. I become upset when I think about rny
love-partner dating someone else.

L 2 3 4 5 78. I feel I have a normal amount of self-
conf i dence.
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1: almost aiways 2¡ usually O: sometimes
4t seldom 5: almost nevetr

L 2 3 4 5 96. I feel as though I am the oniy single
person in a couples-only society.

r 2 3 4 5 97. I feeì iike a singie person rather than
a married person.

I 2 3 4 5 98. I feel my friends look at me as
unstable novJ that I'm separated.

L 2 3 4 5 99. I daydream about being with and taìking
to my former I ove-partner.

L 2 3 4 5 100, I need to improve my feel ings of self-
worth about being a män.

THE END
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APPENDIX H

BBI|S SEX ROLE IÌI\TENTORY (BSRI)



{<
Never or
¡lmost

nevef truc

Sometimesbut Occasionally
infrequently true

true

Often
true

Usually
(rue

1s6

7

Alwtys or
¡lmost

elweys true

Defcnd my own bcliefs

Affcctionate

Conscientious

lndepcndent

Sympathetic

Moody

Assertíve

Sensitive to needs of others

Reliable

Strong personalíty

Undcrstanding

J ealous

Forccful

Compassionate

Truthful

Have lc¡dershíp abilities

Eager to soothe hurt feelings

Sccretive

Willing ro take risks

W¿rm

Adaptable

Dominant

Tender

Conceited

Willing to take a s(and

Love children

Tactful

Aggressive

Gentle

Conventional

Self-reliant

Yielding

Helpful

Athleric

Cheerful

Unsystematic

Analytical

shv

I nef f icient

Make decisions casily

Flatter¿b le

Thee(rical

Se I f-su ffi c ien t

Loyal

Happy

lndivid uaf ist ic

Soft-spoken

U npred ictable

Masculine

Gullible

Solemn

Competitive

Childlike

Likable

Ambitious

Do not use harsh language

Sincere

Act ¿s ¿ lcadcr

Feminine

Fricnd ly

R.5
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